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1 Executive Summary
Kosovo still suffers from a very slow private sector development, which is the driving force for any
economic development at all. Several constraints related to the status of Kosovo, the unstable
political environment and deficits in appropriate policies as well as law enforcement procedures
dim the young and energetic population from faster improvement. Kosova economy depends
currently on three pillars: money transfers from the Diaspora, foreign aid money and income from
custom duties. The extremely low employment rate of skilled and unskilled workers, the pressure
on local productive competitiveness through the mass of import goods and destroyed
infrastructure, justify an involvement of SDC programs in the field of economic development. Two
sectors which have a potential for creating income and employment in Kosovo have been
distinguished: Energy / Mining, and Agriculture.
Agriculture will be a driving force for production, processing and to some degree of industrialisation
of Kosovo. It is obvious that other industries will have to rise and a consolidation process will take
place in the agriculture sector. Nevertheless, at the current situation and in the medium term, the
agricultural sector (i.e. agro-business in its wide sense) is most promising.
Most important needs and demands include the support of private sector development and the
establishment of domestic value chains. Another crucial need is the access to adequate financial
services for SMEs and especially the agricultural producers and processors.
Based on the high potential of growth of the agricultural sector, the high reputation and expertise
already achieved by SDC projects and the existing and potential donor coordination, we
recommend strongly investing into a coherent agro – economic domain support.
In brief, the existing projects show following potential for contribution to the new domain program:
KSDP: The dairy sector has an evident potential for contributing to income and employment
generation in rural Kosovo. The local products are today competitive concerning their quality;
therefore the potential to replace imported milk products and to build up the export of some
specialities does surely exist. Nevertheless, only 7 – 15 %1 of the domestic produced milk is
processed by dairies. We consider the sudden stop of the dairy project in 2005 as a too
inopportune decision that puts into danger the already achieved results.
VES: Training young professionals is an investment in the future. Young people need a
perspective, and a sound private sector cannot emerge without them. It is important to prolong
the support as long as necessary to hedge the results achieved so far and to prepare a sound
basis for a successful scaling up. Additionally, a prolongation of the project offers the possibility
to (i) create synergies with the agro economic sector, by developing a two year curricula for agro
business administration (processing and marketing); (ii) invest into the mining and energy sector,
and (iii) support the ‘adult education’ in Kosovo (i.e. the three fields that seem most important in
the future).
SPHPK: The further development of the horticulture sector (i.e. scaling up of production and
support business development services as well as enhancing an enabling business environment)
is a key support from SDC to the Kosova agro-economic development. The substitution of food
product imports and therefore fostering the agriculture sector in Kosovo is an overall agreed key
issue. Through a shift towards a facilitation role of the project a very positive impact can be
expected within the next years.
Income Peja: Several sub-projects have the potential to contribute important lessons learnt to the
new agro-economic development strategy; these should be included in new program activities. It
is essential that the poorest and other under-privileged segments of the population also have
access to value chains. The inclusion of these subprojects by the SPHPK and a phasing out with
existing funds of Income Peja seems most appropriate.

1

The percentage varies greatly between the different sources of information.
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WBDP: A growing agro-economic sector in Kosovo will depend and ask for active women
participation. New sectors related to agro-economic development can be identified and fostered.
Nevertheless, we suggest that the gender issue is an integral part of all projects, and is not
delegated to a special women development program. We therefore suggest an early phasing out
of WBDP, assuring the inclusion of their focus into the new domain program.
The positive results of all projects are mainly based on their bottom-up approach. The experiences
made at micro level, were essential for working on the meso level (BDS providers, financial
services), as well as at the macro level (donor coordination, policy advice). A clear weakness is the
missing coordination between the SDC projects. Potential synergies were not used so far.
The recommendations regarding an agro-economic development strategy are based on following
principles (four out of eight): 1. Concentrate on thematic areas with a broadly recognised potential
for income generation and employment; 2. Make use of the potential of existing thematic areas
before moving to new thematic area; 3. Match to the programmatic focus of agro-economic
development; and 4. Be compatible with the financial restriction of the sector agro- business
development.
As first thematic priority we recommend a combination of two possible scenarios (horticulture/dairy
and VES) and as a second priority one of the main scenarios (horticulture/dairy or VES).
The main pillars of this program will be:
1. Scaling up of the most promising value chains developed by the horticulture project with
clear focus on the meso and macro level; integrating promising value chains promoted by
Income Peja.
2. Additional phase of the dairy project to
support the dairies, the dairy association
and the KVFA to improve the quality
management of raw milk and milk
products and to promote local or
regional service providers able to
replace the technical competence of
SHL.

A + B)

Value Chain + VES (2.5 Mio CHF)

Horticulture
Dairy
VES
WBDP
Peja
Underprivil
New projects

3. New phase of VES with clear focus on
phasing out by 2008/09 from the actual curricula and developing curricula in the agrobusiness domain to strengthen the synergies of the agro-economic sector.
4. Phasing out of Peja income and WBDP as quickly as possible, making sure i) that positive
achievements have a good chance to become sustainable, ii) that promising activities
within the agro-economic sector can be handed over to the horticulture or dairy project, and
iii) that gender issues become an integral part of all projects.
5. Activities to foster Public Private Development Partnership related to the agro-economic
sector directly by COOF.
6. Activities to make sure that underprivileged groups have access to promoted value chains.
The realisation of this program needs a yearly budget of approximately CHF 2.5 Mio. The
consequences of a strict limitation to CHF 2 Mio. are not encouraging. Any other scenario would
put in danger the principle of consolidating positive achievements so that they have a good chance
to become sustainable.
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2 Rationale and purpose of the review
The major projects in the domain are approaching the term of declared phasing-out in 2005 or
2006. SDC has a need to define whether cooperation-activities in the respective thematic and
institutional fields should be finally closed or followed by new projects.
The Federal Office for Migration (FOM, former FOR) up to now has been a major back-funding
agency for the Swiss cooperation programme in Kosovo. The budget-line of the FOM “Strategy
Return Balkans, 2003-2006) is decreasing funding in 2005 and will definitively phase-out at the
end of 2006. From 2007 SDC will have an estimated total annual budget of approximately 2 Mio.
CHF for the Business & Agro development domain. There is a clear financial constraint for more
concentration.
In recent years several Projects have developed with their own dynamics, coherent conceptual
approaches and programmatic synergies of SDC funded activities in Kosovo not always being
evident. There is a need to recreate an explicit programmatic and conceptual understanding. There
is a need to conceived projects in a new programmatic context. There is a need to revise and
reposition Swiss Cooperation in the context of a changed environment of Kosova markets, state
institution and international cooperation.
Preliminary discussion in SDC – based on assessments in Kosovo and on conceptual definitions in
headquarters – indicate that the focus for the future domain definition might be: Local Economic
Development in the sector of Agriculture. For reasons of limited resources, SDC recently has
decided not to develop further program activities in the Social Development domain. However,
through the new orientation of the Business-Agro-Development domain the situation of widespread
poverty and unemployment has to be tackled in an explicit and most effective way. New projects as
well as new phases of currently running projects will have to be conceived in programmatic
coherence.

2.1 Main objectives
1. To assess the existing projects portfolio and COOF-networks in the Business and Agro
Development domain of the Swiss-Kosovo Cooperation program.
2. To analyse and identify priority needs, demands and opportunities in the domain of agroeconomic development in Kosovo in the near and mid-term future.
3. To analyse and identify the matching potentials between current Swiss projects portfolio,
future priority demands in Kosovo and specific offers of Swiss Development Cooperation in the
domain of agro-economy. (Swiss experiences, approaches with comparative advantages in
the concert of international cooperation).
4. To formulate recommendations for the strategic orientation of the agro-economic domain
programme for the coming mid-term period.

2.2 Agreed changes to the TOR
LED in Kosovo 2: Previous to the review mission in Kosovo, it was agreed that a purely LED
approach would not be an option for SDC engagement in Kosovo. But LED in its wider sense can
be adopted and used in Kosovo as a ‘Regional Economic Development’ frame; while the actual
‘state’ of Kosovo is seen as a region.
Institutional policies regarding LED and experiences from other countries: As there are no
systematic data from other LED SDC programs it was agreed, only to integrate the Springfield
report about Good Practices in Private Sector Development. 3

2
3

See also annex 7.1 Annex: Understanding of Local Economic Development (LED).
Related to Key Question 13 of ToRs.
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3 Assessment of existing projects portfolio and COOFnetworks in the Business and Agro Development domain
3.1 Assessment of existing projects
1. Most important findings in single projects of the Business & Agro development domain in regard
to their relevance, effectiveness and sustainability after the end of the actual project-phases.4
2. Projects or elements of projects that have a strong potential to contribute to a revised more
coherent future domain strategy.

3.1.1 KSDP Kosovo Swiss Dairy Processing and Marketing Promotion Project
Findings: During its last phase, KSDP was focussing on increasing the share of local products on
the market in Kosovo by improving the internal quality management system of local dairies (advice,
training, maintenance of QMS), by establishing the quality standards for raw milk and dairy
products, by implementing the needed inspection procedures (licensing, end-product-analysis), by
improving the competitiveness of local dairies (product development), by testing improved forms of
milk collection and by improving the actors’ understanding of their role in the dairy sector
(establishment of the Kosovo Dairy Processors Association – KDPA; policy dialogue; Dairy Task
Force). The initially formulated objective to introduce and register a quality a
l bel owned and
controlled by a local autonomous agency was abandoned.
The project has operated very successfully. The market share increased significantly, the quality of
dairy products and the internal quality management of the dairies are impressively improved, the
quality standards are developed and introduced thanks to a close cooperation between KSDP,
dairies and the KVFA (Kosovo Veterinary and Food Safety Agency). Around 15 dairies are
licensed, the inspection procedure is functional, the KDPA is active and feels responsible for the
quality control in the dairies (50% financial participation), and KDPA introduced a “Brand” which led
to a 10% increase of the sales. The partners highly estimate the work of KSDP (quotes from
interview partners: • KSDP is the only foreign actor which reaches good results, • KSDP has
completely changed the scenario of dairies). In spite of all these impressive results, the project was
stopped precipitately (end of 2005). No partner in Kosovo understands this decision, officially
based on the non achievement of the label creation.
Future: In spite of the undeniable success of the KSDP in the past, it is untimely to stop this
project, because the achieved results are not yet sustainable. Mainly the technical competence of
SHL and the understanding of the functioning of a value chain are missing. Dairies need a
technical support to maintain their quality system, to widen their range of products, to establish the
quality control of collected milk, to develop the agreements between farmers and dairies, to
improve their marketing skills and to develop their value chain from the beginning to the end.
Actually there are no service providers in Kosovo, able to give this support. If SDC doesn’t want to
endanger the results achieved so far, a prolongation of KSDP is necessary and urgent for ensuring
this support and organise it in a sustainable way.
On the macro level the involvement of KSDP in the developing of an enabling environment for the
dairy sector just started. KVFA firmly asks for further support in the domain of food security. KSDP
can have a big influence in this domain due to its excellent reputation built up in the past.
Potential to contribute to the agro-economic development domain: The dairy sector has a certain
potential for contributing to income and employment generation in rural Kosovo. Approximately
140’00 cows are producing at least 250 Mio litres of milk per year. Out of them 10 – 15 % are
actually processed by the local dairies. The local products are today competitive concerning their
quality; therefore the potential to replace imported milk products and to build up the export of some
specialities does surely exist and offers an additional income to an important number of rural
4

All titles in italic indicate a direct relation to the key questions of the Terms of Reference.
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families. Given this situation, a prolongation of the KSDP Project, based on a consistent end of
project status and a reliable phasing out strategy is urgent. In addition, new fields of activities are
related to the dairy sector: one is the milk processing and direct marketing of farm families, an
other one is the meat sector, where huge problems related to food safety and marketing are
waiting to be solved. We suggest evaluating the support and coordination possibilities with the
project proposal from C. Werder. The proposal aims to tackle two of the most important
bottlenecks in the existing dairy value chain: milk quality at farm level and a rural advisory scheme.
It should be carefully evaluated if the establishment (or support of the establishment) of an
advisory service should focus primarily on livestock or should be broader based since the very
beginning. Linking the advisory service to milk collection centres and dairy processors would open
possibilities for self-financing schemes, i.e. through a 1-cent-fee per litre of milk a whole advisory
service could be financed.

3.1.2 VES – Job Oriented Modular Training - Vocational Education Support
Findings: On the one hand VES was concentrating during its actual phase on developing
workshop based components of selected curricula, on developing training material and equip the
workshops for these modules, on training and qualifying the teachers to implement the modules
and on enabling the management of the schools to implement the modular approach and the
'Blocksystem '. VES accomplished this task very successfully in 8 different schools for 5 different
curricula. Professional project panning and coaching, sound technical and methodological
knowledge and do-ledge, need based training and coaching of the teachers, careful inclusion of
the school management in these activities and the highly motivated teachers and students were
the main success factors of this project component.
On the other hand VES focussed together with GTZ and Kosvet, the two other donors active in the
Vocational training, on developing and introducing of examination and certification procedures.
Additionally, thanks to its recognised and highly esteemed competence, VES was taking part in the
development of the new law for vocational training. The close link between • the micro level
(practical experience in the schools), • the meso level (training, coaching and peer exchange of
teachers and school management) and • the macro level (exemplary donor coordination (SC; GTZ;
Kosvet) and close collaboration with the ministry of education) were the main success factors of
this project component.
As showed above, VES is paying a very important role within the vocational training and indirectly
within the business development. Until now there is no link to Agro-economic development.
Future: VES is actually in the middle of a successfully started process. The workshop based
components are being introduced in the first and second year of the vocational training. The first
800 students who started with the new training approach will finish their studies in summer 2007.
The feedback of students and employers will be available not before end 2007 and a
corresponding adaptation of the modules will need another 6 months. Therefore a phasing out for
this project component is possible during 2008, or 2009 for curricula with a 4th year (13th grade
which gives the possibility to enter the university). Moreover a solid partnership between the
private sector and the vocational schools is needed for the further development of the vocational
training. As this relationship is not yet well developed nowadays, a two years support to build it up
is reasonable.
The same schedule is valuable for the second project component. The final exams will take place
in summer 2007 (or 2008 for 4th year) and possible adaptations will ask a corresponding time
budget.
Potential to contribute to the agro-economic development domain: Training young professionals is
an investment in the future. Young people need a perspective, and a sound private sector cannot
emerge without them. It is therefore important to prolong the support as long as necessary to
hedge the results achieved so far and to prepare a sound basis for a successful scaling up
(approximately 1000 out of 9000 graduated vocational school students per year have followed a
curricula with workshop based modules facilitated by VES). Moreover a prolongation of VES offers
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the possibility to create synergies with the agro economic sector, by developing a two year
curricula for agro business administration (processing and marketing).
The mining and energy sectors are perceived as economic trigger sectors of Kosovo. If these
sectors starts to function again within a few years (this will depend on the status of Kosovo and
FDIs), there will be an important demand for skilled workers. The VES program should already
evaluate the possibility of investing in appropriate curricula.
Furthermore, the prolongation of VES would allow supporting the ‘adult education’ in Kosovo. The
high unemployment rate coupled with a high rate of unskilled workers and a population eager to
learn new skills shows the necessity of offering practical oriented training and education facilities
for adults. Vocational education facilities could invest the income generated through these
additional services into infrastructure, trainings and materials for the basic vocational classes.

3.1.3 SPHPK – Swiss Project for Horticulture Promotion in Kosovo
Findings: SPHPK initially concentrated on identifying potential value chains for rural income
generation and key actors (change agents) within these chains for initiating the establishment of
domestic fruit and horticulture chains. Excellent technical knowledge, capacity and know-how for
testing and adapting production techniques were key issues in order to establish a critical mass of
local produce for entering or initiating local market channels. Market assessments and trend
studies, as well as existing local know-how and experience led to support individual farmers and
nurseries producing vegetables, soft fruit, top fruit, ornamentals and herbs & teas. The well
functioning and overall recognised team of SPHPK set a basis for the establishment of domestic
value chains, and most important for scaling up activities for different vegetable and fruit products.
The scaling up will ensure the already achieved results and a critical mass for creating financial
sustainable business development services (BDS) and agricultural financial services. The basis for
continuing from well advanced starting points, comparing with the situation when the project
started in 2001 are also the continually prepared market information sheets, full cost assessments,
credit fact sheets, market profiles and sub-sector wide capitalisation of experiences.
Future: Scaling up is crucial for ensuring actual achieved results. Without ensuring a critical mass
of produce, the already made investments are jeopardised. A strategic move of SPHPK from
production orientation to a holistic value chain approach will be the main challenge for the team.
Many aspects, i.e. actors, concerning the core market do not need specific support, but the
organisation of producers, capacity development and networking for trustful relations – horizontal
and vertical -, the establishment and access to appropriate financial services, support and training
for BDS providers and the facilitation of capacities for public-private dialogue will be key issues in
the coming years. The team should consider a thorough assessment of uprising challenges
concerning the up-scaling of value chains; the increase in production and productivity will certainly
produce bottle-necks not yet detected (domestic competition, congregation and distribution of
produce, linkages, processing and administration, financial services).
The scaling up of production will open doors for processing activities. Experiences made up to now
showed the processing abilities of farmers (mainly women) for home made jams and pickled
vegetables. The non-establishment of a domestic fruit-juice factory so far, has only lacked
sufficient fruit supply. We see many options for integrating women and minorities into value adding
processes within this sector.
Potential to contribute to the agro-economic development domain: The further development of the
horticulture sector (i.e. scaling up of production and support business development services as well
as enhancing an enabling business environment) is a key support from SDC to the Kosova agroeconomic development. The substitution of food product imports and therefore fostering the
agriculture sector in Kosovo is an overall agreed key issue5. When profitable and sustainable value
chains are scaled up, following impact estimations seem appropriate6: The apple production area
could increase by 500 ha within 5 years creating an additional €7.6 M each year to the rural
5
6

See annex xx: Summary of interviews.
From internal review of SPHPK activities, 2001 – 2005.
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economy – and that over the 25-year life of the orchards. Local strawberry production could, within
a few years, capture 90 % of the local market, adding an extra €0.8 M per year to the economy.
Once carrot production expands to 190 ha, it would capture 90 % of the local market and add €7.6
M per year. The rapid copying of production methods and establishment of greenhouses can be
observed in various regions and this could lead to the assumption, that the local population is
willing to take the risk in entering in these markets.
This means concrete support and facilitation of SPHPK is recommended in following topics: at
micro level (or core market), • phasing out of direct project support for single farmers in the fields of
production methods and techniques, • support the establishment of networking facilities and
cooperation forms between the different actors of the product chain; at the meso level: • facilitate,
support and train BDS providers and / or associations or cooperatives, • facilitate the establishment
of functioning linkages and trustful relationships in each value chain; at the macro level: • support
the public-private dialogue for an enabling business environment, • and support actively the
creation of adequate financial services for the agro-business sector.
Access to accurate credit products for agricultural production (and in future also for processing) is
still a major constraint. The project in collaboration with the COOF should seek to improve this
situation. Close collaboration with other donors (EAR, ADA) and existing banks and MFIs (Casa
Bank, ProKredit, Raiffeisen) is strongly recommended. The possibility of canalising Diaspora-funds
towards rural entrepreneurs should be investigated.
A shift to a more facilitating role and the concrete discussion about the end of project status,
should automatically induce the so called ‘exit strategy’.

3.1.4 Income Generation for Low Income Households in the Peja Region
Findings: Income Peja congregated the approach of rapid income generation for poor households
through endowments with productive investments and inputs, with a mid-term business
development approach. This challenging task did not hamper from benefiting over 2,100 direct
beneficiaries, 45 people employed in project implementation, as well as hundreds of indirect
beneficiaries. Undoubtedly, the income generating projects implemented by SLA provided a relief
to Dukaghini area and its inhabitants. For example, through the distribution of bee colonies and
bee hives and related trainings to over 300 households, an important additional income possibility
could be created and a degenerated value chain could be re- launched. Another project
concentrated on the establishment of a local milk collection centre (nowadays there exist two
additional sub-collection centres) which captures currently between 1100 and 4500 litres of raw
milk per day (depending the season). Even though SLA collaborated mainly with local NGOs,
associations and service providers for im plementing their programs, reaching the target population
on the one side and strengthening the service providers remains a challenge. The partner
organisations are motivated and dedicated, but their management base is dependent on few
decision makers and institutional processes (i.e. reporting and accounting) require improvement.
The established business reports for the sub-projects are assessed as important achievements.
However, assumptions on marketing of products and incomes are usually unrealistic putting the
partner organisation under big pressure. Major investments (i.e. honey packaging) lack a realistic
business plan, which includes the re-financing of the investment after the depreciation phase.
Innovative and interesting ideas are generated and implemented, for example a ‘machinery ring’
with Agro-Coop. The handing over of these investments is not clear and the financial assessment
prepared before purchasing the machines was based on optimistic assumptions.
Future: The inclusion of the poorest remains the key element of Income Peja project. Especially
finalizing the bee program should be fostered. Activities in 2006 should focus on three main issues:
fostering management and organizational capabilities of existing partners; facilitate marketing and
sales efforts of existing partners (this includes seeking collaboration with other SDC projects (i.e.
SPHPK); and finally a clear phasing out strategy is to be implemented this year. The project team
should therefore concentrate on consolidating ongoing activities and existing partners and not
invest in new sub-projects. It is recommended that the financial means not being used for the new
projects are designated to concluding project activities in 2006 and 2007. Especially the
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organizational development and managing capabilities of the partner associations should be
supported. The handing over of assets (machines) will require transparent ownership declaration
and a thorough financial planning including depreciation schemes and transfers to reserve funds
for future investments and maintenance needs.
Potential to contribute to the agro-economic development domain: Several sub-projects have the
potential to contribute important lessons learnt to the new agro-economic development strategy.
Especially the ‘honey project’, the ‘machinery ring’, the ‘herb & tea project’ and the ‘milk collection
centre’ should be included in new program activities. It is essential that the poorest also have
access to value chains, in order to assure integration of “under-privileged segments of the
population (the old, poor people, children, and women) with an aim towards poverty alleviation”, as
stated in the Medium Term Concept, Kosovo 2004 – 2006.
The future domain strategy could therefore include following aspects of the Income Peja Project: at
micro level, • access for the poorest or under-privileged segments to functioning value chains; for
this it could be argued to establish a specific fund for supporting the minority and gender strategy
of SDC without considering solely economic aspects; at the meso level, • experiences in
supporting BDS providers, NGOs, cooperatives and associations should be made available for
future projects; at macro level: • foster the public dialogue about the importance and public interest
in closing the social and financial gap between different segments of the population.

3.1.5 WBDP – Women Business Development Project
Findings: Women within the Kosovo society are at a disadvantage compared to men in social as
well as economic aspects. A range of legal and traditional barriers within society inhibit their
economic and social empowerment. For tackling this disadvantage and support women’s economic
empowerment the EDW (as a component of BAS) concentrated on the micro level, • income
generation and ‘social BDS’ through direct loan disbursements and some support for local NGOs
and emerging women entrepreneurs. The WBDP in its first phase started to concentrate on the
meso level, • improvement of own services and of services from local partners directed to support
women start ups and the establishment of women owned businesses, and • loan facilitation for
these new businesses. Several important changes were integrated in the second WBDP phase
(2006-2008): • the micro level, i.e. direct trainings for clients were banned; the project is now
clearly focusing at the meso and macro level. At the meso level, it • enhances the capacity building
for BDS providers in the development of marketable services supports local BDS providers in
identifying growth oriented sectors for women’s skills upgrading and on macro level it • supports
the promotion of successful business women through awareness building.
The provision of BDS remains heavily subsidized by donors and NGOs. The ability and willingness
of women clients to co-finance cost-covering fees for trainings and courses is still very low. On the
other hand, the BDS providers themselves lack commercial thinking and consumer orientation.
Offering free or subsidized services from NGOs or donors (whereas WBDP also takes part) makes
it impossible for local commercial service providers to compete, and the clients’ perception of the
value of such services is heavily distorted. Currently, the clients pay between 0 – 20 % of the
service costs. The existing mechanisms for controlling the financial participation of clients on
training fees show room for improvement; as the question was raised, if they participate at all. Also
clear mechanisms for calculating the real costs of service provision are not always evident or
existing. The establishment of training fees is usually oriented on the donors’ budget, and not so
much on own cost calculation. It is hard to estimate the concrete success of women participating in
such trainings. There exist neither tracer studies evaluating their employability and entrepreneurial
activities, nor their other benefits (self confidence, changed gender roles, etc.) gained by these
trainings.
Future: In general, the investment in education and inserting women in the business sector brings
important long-term changes in a society. WBDP has the possibility to support and facilitate the
social development of a young population, especially the re-definition of gender roles. Adapting the
role of facilitation and training of BDS providers is crucial. There is a need for establishing
mechanisms that oblige donors and BDS providers to a market oriented approach. The
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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development of market providers must be accompanied with several activities at the meso and
macro level, • donor coordination for establishing a common financial supporting scheme (for
example a common voucher system), • with a voucher system would raise the need of a
scholarship program (see also the arguments for establishing a fund for under-privileged in the
Income Peja project), • the facilitation of experience exchanges and networking between women
entrepreneurs (‘women business community of practice), • facilitate the public-private dialogue for
enhancing women’s position in the market and raise the awareness of a social public & donor
interest in supporting this under-privileged segment of population.
Potential to contribute to the agro-economic development domain: A growing agro-economic
sector in Kosovo will depend and ask for active women participation. New sectors for women
businesses and possibilities should be identified and fostered; for example in the domains of food
processing, administration and accounting for agro-businesses. There is an obvious link and need
for cooperation with the VES and SPHPK program.
The final step towards an exclusive facilitating role and the concrete discussion about the end of
project status, should automatically induce the so called ‘exit strategy’. In case of financial
constraints for SDC agro-economic development domain, we consider an early phasing out in
2006 / 2007 as a valid option. The freed resources should then be committed to the VES and/or
SPHPK projects or the specific fund for under-privileged people. The planned awareness building
activities from WBDP should be taken up by VES and/or SPHPH project.

3.2 Coherent Promotion of SDC-transversal themes Gender and
Minorities
4. Coherent promotion of the SDC-transversal themes “gender” and “minorities”.
Both transversal themes were taken into consideration by all projects; gender balanced and
minority inclusive activities were implemented by all projects. Most explicit did the Peja project
include ethnic minorities. The access to project support, training and capacity building is open to
men and women, as well as to several minorities in the KSDP, VES and SPHPH project. Only the
WBDP project concentrates on a female clientele.
The approach of ‘open doors for all’ is not based on a coherent promotion of the transversal
themes, but rather an opportunity based approach. We suggest, that the COOF and the project
teams elaborate a concrete strategy for including the transversal themes in all activities and
support the awareness and capacity building of own team member. We recognise the difficulties
concerning the inclusion of Serbian minorities and suggest that the overall strategy also
concentrates on other minorities.

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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3.3 Most relevant strengths and weaknesses at the domain level of the
SDC engagement
3. Most relevant results, strengths and weaknesses at the domain level of SDC engagement 2001
– 2005.
Results, Strengths

Opportunities, Potentials

- Strong results through concrete micro level
interventions

- The agriculture sector is a main pillar of the
economic growth of Kosovo

- Influence on meso and macro level based on the
experiences made on micro level (strong bottom
up approaches)

- The horticulture and especially the dairy sector are
seen as ‘Swiss – sectors’; the high recognition
brings good collaboration attitudes and impact
possibilities on all three levels

- Good coordination with local and international
agencies (i.e. VES and KSDP)

- Financial collaboration with other donor agencies
(i.e. ADA)

- Highly recognised projects on all levels

- Public Private Development Partnerships in the
banking, production (VES related) and agricultural
sector
Weaknesses

Threats

- Coordination and cooperation within the Swiss
projects have been at a minimum level

- Unsolved status question of Kosovo. This is a
clear constraint for many unsolved problems
influencing the private sector development (land
ownership; FDIs; etc.)

- Single project approaches do not have the
necessary leverage effects. A concentration of
activities is needed, including actively several
transversal themes into core activities
- Coherent promotion of ‘gender’ and ‘minorities’
transversal themes

- Un-certain trade policy: Raising import rate and
pressure from surrounding countries. The ‘right’ for
self-sufficiency of Kosovo is put in danger by
cheap food imports.
- Sudden withdrawal of donors, due to a new status
of Kosovo. This would lead to financial vacuum
and social and financial problems in whole Kosovo

Please find more detailed information in the previous project briefs.

4 Analysis and identification of priority needs, demands and
opportunities
5. Most important current trends in Kosovo related to local agro-economic development, SMEdevelopment, employment and income generation, vocational education.

4.1 Kosovo Agro – Economic Context
The private sector that has emerged since 1999 is predominantly small-scale, low capital intensity
ventures in trade and construction. GDP growth in Kosovo economy comes from external transfers
rather than from any lasting increase in productivity of Kosovo’s enterprises. Kosovo’s post war
economic development depends not just from the external aid, but also on the transfers coming
from the Diaspora, which made up a significant component of household income. The Kosova
economy continues to be far from self-sustaining.
Economic prospects are still clouded with possibly protracted process for resolution of final status,
delays in the privatisation process, poor regional integration and lack of an overall economic
development strategy. The agriculture sector is the main component of the economic structure in
Kosovo. It currently contributes around one third of GDP, two thirds of employment, and 18 % of
total export value. Kosovo’s trade deficit from January to November 2005 was € 1’028 million

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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(Export / import ratio is around 1:26). For instance the exports for agricultural produce totalled in
2005 7 € 6 million, while the import totalled € 265 million.
Rural areas of Kosova are characterized by a low level of economic development. The share of
rural population is about 60 %. More than half of labor force is unemployed (55 % in rural areas; 45
% in urban areas). The main sources of incomes for rural families are: salaries (58 %), remittances
(14 %), sales of agricultural produce (9 %), pension, social assistance (7 %), and others (12 %).
A closer look into the agricultural sector reveals that the farms are very small in size and scattered.
The average size of a farm in Kosova is 2.36 ha, of agriculture land 2.01 ha, of cultivated land 1.30
ha, pastures (0.72 ha) and the number of parcels 3.4. Kosova has at its disposal 577,000 ha of
agricultural land, of which 272,040 ha are sowed with various crops, and the remaining areas are
meadows, pastures and wastelands. About 89 % of the agricultural land is in private ownership,
the remaining part being socially-owned. The area of agricultural land is diminishing constantly as it
is being converted for other purposes; additionally, 13 % of the private owned land is not cultivated
at all.
Rural families in general do not cover their food consumption needs with agricultural products they
produce. The level of coverage of their needs with agriculture products from own production is:
vegetables (61.1%), milk products (90.3%), and meat (63.8%). About 70% of rural families spend
up to €300 per month (the same applies for 52% of urban families) for food consumption.
Very few commercial farms have reached to enter the market, and this is due to the lack of the
commercial understanding, financial assets, small land plots, expensive inputs per unit costs and
lack of market access.
Despite the seriousness of the situation, the process of effecting improvements is very slow. The
Ministry has presented in a first step ‘The strategy for Sustainable Agriculture and Rural
development in Kosova’ and was able to improve the terms of customs duties for importation of
equipment and raw material, but no general consensus on efficient policies has been reached yet.
Technical assistance has been provided by NGOs and international donor projects. A number of
rural families received aid in seeds, fertilizers and milk cows. Consulting, including extension
services, urban as well as rural is not yet developed to acceptable level (hardly any has been
developed yet, besides some embedded services in some sectors).
The education structure of the rural population is: 14.0% without education, 41.2% have completed
primary school, 37.5% are with secondary school education, and 7.3% have got university
degrees.
The unemployment rate in Kosovo is about 45 % or more; an overall labour demand is low in
relevance with the large labour force. Formal jobs have been found in the service sector, a lot of
the informal jobs, which are widespread in the construction and agriculture. A total employment
figure for Kosovo is only 325,000, where the working population is around one million; out of this
figure 147,200 are official employments.
The major need for Kosovo’s economic development is undoubtedly the creation and securing of
employment and income possibilities. The private sector is the main driver for long lasting
economic development. There exist two main sectors that have both a potential for creating
income and employment: • Energy / Mining, and • Agriculture.

7

January – November 2005, including: Live animals, animal produce, vegetable products, edible oils, prepared
foodstuff, beverages and tobacco.
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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4.2 Most important needs and formulated demands regarding the international cooperation in the field of
agro economic development.
6. Most important needs and formulated demands re. international cooperation in this field.
Most important needs and
demands

Underlying constraints

Support the private sector
development and establishment
of domestic value chains

Unclear status of Kosovo and
un-stable political environment
restricts foreign direct
investments
Competition through high import
rates
Missing investments into the
private sector
Missing support (technical
assistance and investment) into
the production and processing
cluster
Missing networks, farmers or
producers associations and
experiences with a market
oriented economy
No accurate financial products
exist for agricultural production.
No mid- or long-term investment
is possible without adequate
credits (i.e. long term credits
with acceptable interest rate,
grace period and security
conditions for fruit orchards,
nurseries, etc.)

Facilitate the access to financial
products for farmers (and first of
all the establishment of accurate
financial products)

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

Possible intervention areas for international donor agencies
At micro level
At meso level

At macro level

Support the domestic production
in order to substitute imports.
And support the creation of a
critical mass of producers and
produce for a) entering the local
market, and b) being able to
carry the financial burden of
private BDS.
Support the establishment of
networks and associations
demanded by local producers
and processors for common
activities covering common
needs.

Create and support financial and
non-financial BDS providers.
Provide trainings (management,
technical skills) of BDS
providers and support them in
the public private dialogue
concerning financial support
from the public level.
Facilitate the creation of
functioning value chains.

Support the public-private
dialogue for an enabling
business environment.
Support actively the creation of
adequate financial services for
the agro-business sector.

Support farmers in establishing
appropriate business plans (i.e.
keep accurate financial and
physical records).

Advice commercial banks and
MFI for establishing credit
products adapted to agricultural
needs.
Facilitate the establis hment of
financial assistance for farmers
by producers and wholes alers
(i.e. embedded financial
services).
Train BDS providers so they can
support farmers in establishing
adequate business plans.
Seek a public private
partnership for first experiences
in the field of agro-economic
credits.

Involve in public-private dialogue
with international donors, banks
and governmental bodies for
improving the credit situation.
Advice the governmental
agencies for enabling financial
policies.

Agridea, 05.02.06
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Most important needs and
demands

Underlying constraints

Support and advice the
governmental bodies in
promoting effective fiscal and
trade policies (this includes
schemes for law enforcement)

Existing ‘neo-liberal’ policies
regarding the trade regime does
not favour the establishment of
local enterprises.
Custom duties are often not
imposed, as products are
imported with unrealistic low
prices (under-billing).
The private sector has no
incentive for entering the formal
market – informality does not
only harm the national budget
but also damage the growth and
employment potential of the
whole sector
Missing know-how and
information for producing,
processing and selling.
No public extension service
exists; the only source of TA are
NGOs.
Vocational training facilities for
agro-business-administration or
production issues are missing.

Provide technical advice
(extension service) for
producers and processors and
support the establishment of a
local functioning advisory
service.
Support the dis cussion of public
– private interests and financing
responsibilities of such services

Support the cadastral services
for fast, transparent and fair land
distribution (privatisation)

Engage in public private
dialogues at national, regional
and municipal level.
Support the establishment of
best practices and awareness
building in Good Governance.

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

Ownership of land is often not
clear
Socially owned land and 13 % of
the private owned land is not
being used
An unstable political
environment and deficits in good
governance are not enhancing
foreign direct investments (FDI).

Possible intervention areas for international donor agencies
At micro level
At meso level
Elaborate concrete evidence at
Elaborate concrete evidence at
the micro level for supporting
the meso level for supporting
policy dialogue.
policy dialogue.

At macro level
Advice the governmental bodies
and support in establishing
enabling frameworks.

Provide technical assistance to
farmers.
Support the creation of a critical
mass of producers and
processors that allow financial
sustainability of BDS providers.

Support the establishment of
accurate BDS providers: private
BDS providers, machinery rings,
associations and cooperatives.
Provide capacity building for
these bodies.
Support the public-private
dialogue for financing
agricultural extension services
for public goods: environment,
health, safety.

Advice and support MAFRD for
establishing a public advisory
service (RASS).
Support the public-private
dialogue for financing
agricultural extension services
for public goods: environment,
health, safety.

---

Support the municipal agencies
in establishing these services.

Support and advice and / or
enter into a dialogue for
fostering the privatisation
process.

Support private enterprises and
associations in formulating
demands and proposals for
collaboration with municipal
authorities.

Enable municipalities in drafting
a programme for developing
rural entrepreneurship by
mobilizing local rural resources
and encouraging development
of family businesses (i.e. to start
an LED process).

Engage in public service
structuring, i.e. disentangling the
responsibilities and activities at
national, regional and local level.
Support the establishment of
efficient procedures and
effective planning and
implementation at all levels.

Agridea, 24.02.2006
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Reviewing the needs and demands in the agro – economic sector in Kosovo it is advisable to
employ a systemic approach. It is recognised that each level as well as sector is inter-dependent
with all other sectors (i.e. infrastructure, health, education, energy, etc.), but the discussion of
these linkages and iterative influences are out of scope of this study. Therefore, concentrating on
important issues regarding the agro-economic sector, we recommend using a comprehensive
value chains perspective. The recommendation follows the ‘good practices’ in private sector
development presented by a Springfield study in the Balkans in 2004. Additionally, two out of five
SDC projects fit already into this scheme, others can be adapted. Furthermore, we recommend
that the established good practices are used for the coming planning event at SDC Pristina8:
Good practice 1: build on the logic and framework of market development
Good practice 2: build on detailed, grounded understanding of markets
Good practice 3: build on practical, valid and sustainable view of the future
Good practice 4: act to build markets
We therefore, advice to establish the planning of future programs based on a wider value chain
perspective as presented below.

8

From ‘Learning from good practice in private sector development’.
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4.3 Ongoing or planned programs of the main donors.
7. Ongoing or planned programmes of main donors.
Ongoing or planned programs of the main donors
Donor
Sector
Specifications
GTZ

micro

meso

macro

SME – support

Multilevel approach for employment creation,
import substitution and export promotion (Wood
processing, Furniture, Metal processing)

X

X

X

Agro processing

Multilevel approach for employment creation,
import substitution and export promotion (Non
timber forest products, Trout, Shar cheese, wine)

X

X

X

Establishment of curricula, Training of teachers
and directors, support of MEST
Stimulation of youth employment.

X

X

X

ILO

Vocational
education
Skills development

X

X

KFW

Infrastructure

Water supply (road building and energy supply
have finished)

WB

Financial sector
Business
Environment

Revolving fund with Pro Credit
Investment promotion; Property rights
Planned: Business creation centres

Netherlands
Foreign Affairs
Ministry / Care

Income generation
for households

Stabilisation through Attainment of Rights and
Tolerance; Provision of in-kind grand’s and
trainings

X

Austrian
Embassy / ADA

Education
Environment

Higher education
Water supply, sanitation

X
X

Infrastructure
Business-2business support
Finance

Joint project with SDC
Planned joined venture of Austrian – Kosovo dairy
businesses.
PPP with Austrian Raiffeisen

X
X

BAS – Business
Advisory
Services

BAS

TAM (Turnaround Management)
BAS (Business Advisory Services)

EAR

Enabling
Environment

Institutional support to the Ministry of Trade and
Industry; Industrial standards; Company
registration law

Investment
systems for SME
Enabling
Environment
Vocational
Training

Enable the development of a joint investment
system in SMEs.
Investment promotion; Framework studies for
micro and macro financing sector
Kosvet

X

Financial services
for SME

Revolving fund for SME development and housing
loans

X

X

SME creation

Training for SME creation & a small grant scheme
for SMEs
Carrying out researches and studies for Ministries,
Donors, Private Enterprises.
Support and technical advice for strategic planning
at Municipal level.

X

X

X

Riinvest

Research and
studies
LED

KCBS/ USAID

Business Cluster
Development

Cluster development: fruit & vegetable; livestock;
construction products.

USAID

Finance

UNDP

Employment
generation Project

An agricultural loan portfolio is being established
(in planning phase; € 20 Mio.)
Paying salaries of unskilled workers for public
infrastructure projects & co-financing of salaries of
private enterprises.
Creation of agricultural cooperatives

SME in rural areas
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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Ongoing or planned programs of the main donors
micro

Donor
SDC and OSI

Sector
LED

Specifications
DELTA II: Development of LED strategies

SDC

Women Business
Development

WBDP: Increasing the participation of women
owned businesses in the formal economy.

X

Horticulture Value
Chain Promotion
Dairy Value Chain
Promotion
Vocational
Education

SPHPH: Creation of a horticulture sector in
Kosovo.
KDSP: Support of the dairy sector; setting quality
standards and enhancing policy dialogue.
VES: Curricula development; training of teachers
and coaching during the implementation of
curricula.
Income Peja: Increasing incomes through market
oriented activities.

X

Income generation
Soros and Swiss
Office

Youth selfemployment

Bridging the supply and demand of labour by
providing a web-based labour market information
system.

DANIDA

Private sector
development

Support the increase in viable investments in
production-oriented SMEs; the major part is
allocated in credit lines for SMEs

Financial services

Capacity building of MFIs; Promotion of public
private synergies and creation of an enabling
environment

meso

macro

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

4.4 The credit situation in Kosovo
Ongoing or planned programs of local commercial banks or MFIs
Bank / MFI
Sector
Specifications
ProCredit Bank
Financial products Standard Loans, Guarantees & letters of credit,
for SMEs
and overdrafts for SMEs.

Budget available to
applicants/firms
N/A

Raiffeisen Bank
Kosovo
Kasabank (EAR)
Mercy Corps
(AFK)

Financial products
for SMEs
SME credit line
Finance for SMEs

Loans, Overdraft, Revolving loan and Auto loan for
SMEs.
Loans for investments in any business sector
AFK is an MFI providing a loan portfolio for
agriculture, services, production and trade sectors.

N/A

Besehlidhja
Zavet Micro
Finance

Finance for SMEs

Loans for farming, enterprises and personal loans.

3,500,000 €

Finca

Finance for SMEs

As an MFI it provides loans to SME, business start
ups, home improvements; and consumer-, group-,
rural- and express-loans.

5,854,223 €
+ 500,000 €

Kosovo
Enterprise
Program

Finance for SMEs

The MFI provides financial and non-financial
services to low-income micro entrepreneurs.

CeLIM / Caritas

Financial products
for SMEs

A new local MFI providing loans in Gjakova for
micro-economic initiatives to individuals, gathering
in solidarity groups.

Kreditimi Rural
(AER)

Financial Products
for SMEs

KRK provides access to financial services to
individuals in rural areas.

2,000,000 €
1,800,000 €

N/A

368,820 €

6,100,000 €

In the past, the agriculture credit system was not focussed towards commercial lending and its
legacy has resulted in a poor understanding by farmers and agricultural enterprises on how to use
credit. As a result, agricultural managers in general, lack the ability to assess financial and
business management requirements.
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At the present, banks and MFIs represent the only realistic option for agricultural credit. There are
no current plans for assisted credit schemes to be implemented by the present governing
administration.
Two key issues which impinge on overall financial viability of any agricultural enterprise are: (i) the
ability to market its produce both on the domestic market and export, and (ii) internal financial /
business management control, regardless of the size of the business.
The general constraints to credit access can be categorised as follows:
Farm and processor level:

Lack of accurate financial and physical records; Poor
production resources at farm level; Poor management
and technical knowledge; Lack of awareness by
agricultural businesses on how to use credit;
Subsistence farmers lack marketable products;
processors are not in the position to assist primary
producers; poor relationship between producers and
processors.

Banking and lending institutional level: They perceive agriculture as a risky sector; Lack of
awareness of agricultural business; Interest rates are
too high compared with the potential returns from
agricultural activities; Only short term loans are
available – typically for 12 months; no grace period is
foreseen. Lack of liquid collateral from farmers; ‘market’
value of collateral is difficult to determine.
Agricultural policy and legal matters:

Lack of support for farmers by the governmental
administration; High import rates makes it difficult for
local producers to be competitive; Disadvantage of
local producers by the customs duties and illegal
entering of goods; Lack of certification schemes (quality
and food safety); Lack of land ownership reduces the
value of assets; Contractual agreements lack proper
enforcement; Lack of adequate advisory service.

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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5 Analysis and identification of the matching potentials of
SDC in the domain of agro-economy
8. Uncovered needs and demands that are of the scope of a possible Swiss response
9. Most promising entry points for new key projects of a future strategy. And
10. Most promising and reliable - existing or new – local partners, in the private sector, in the
government and in the civil society.
12. Specific Swiss competencies (in SDC, other organisations in the domain of agriculture…) that
could respond to needs and demands in Kosovo with a clear value added and with comparative
advantages in the context of others donor programmes.
The new thematic approach from SDC has to consider several guiding principles. Additionally to
the guiding principles for individual scenarios mentioned in chapter 6.1, Guiding principles, the
program has to take into consideration most important aspects of following areas.

Economic
Context of
Kosovo

Trust and

Main existing
needs and
demands

recognition
by local
partners
SDCProgram
AgroEconomic
Development

Own
experience,
expertise

Uncovered
gaps from
other donor
projects
Existing and
potential
coordination
and
collaboration

Economic context of Kosovo
The major need for Kosovo’s economic development is undoubtedly the creation and securing of
employment and income possibilities. The private sector is the main driver for long lasting
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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economic development. There exist two main sectors that have both a potential for creating
income and employment: • Energy / Mining, and • Agriculture. Agriculture will be a driving force for
production, processing and to some degree of industrialisation of Kosovo. It is obvious that other
industries will have to rise and a consolidation process will take place in the agriculture sector.
Nevertheless, at the current situation and in the medium term, the agricultural sector (i.e. agrobusiness in its wide sense) is most promising.
Main existing needs and demands
The private sector development based on productive industries and domestic value addition is the
main motor of an economic development in Kosovo. Considering the actual numbers of registered
businesses in Kosovo, a clear over-weight of trade and retail business (27’805 9) in comparison
with producing and processing businesses (78310) can be detected. Domestic private enterprises
must be included in functioning value chains. At the moment, the agricultural sector is evaluated as
most promising. Eventually, this sector will have to endure a concentration process in mid-term, as
the existing farm sizes, number of dairies, etc. are not at a competitive level. Nevertheless, the
importance of food import substitution and domestic food processing is a key issue in Kosovo.
Existing and potential coordination and collaboration & Uncovered gaps from other donors projects
Donor coordination in Kosovo could further improve, based on made effective and efficient
examples with SDC participation. For example, strategies and activities within the Vocational
Education Sector are successfully coordinated with the three donor agencies (SDC, GTZ, and
Kosvet/EAR) and the VET director of the MEST. Other successful coordination agreements are
based on geographical repartition of implementation activities (i.e. water supply). Also in the agroeconomic sector exists a close collaboration with other donors (ADA, GTZ), whilst other donors
have expressed their interest for closer collaboration with SDC (USAID, UNDP). Agencies or
donors working solely on one level (i.e. meso or macro) are usually not aware of the scope of SDC
projects (EAR, WB, and BAS). A symptomatic statement was given by a GTZ responsible: “If the
Swiss work in a specific field, then keep out, because they know what they are doing and we can
be sure that it is well done.” So far, no other donor has started serious work on top fruit production;
only some have had experiences in soft-fruit or vegetables. The scope of production enhancement
and potential domestic market supply is unique to SDC projects. The same applies for the dairy
project. Some other projects have supported punctually milk collection centres or dairy processors,
but “KSDP is the only foreign actor who achieves good results in the dairy sector” (quote from Mr.
Quash Kabashi, Kosovo Veterinary and Food Safety Agency).
The lack of financial services for farmers has to be taken up by SDC. Even though the chart in the
previous chapter enlists various banks and MFIs with credit products for SMEs, these are usually
bound to donor programs (like FINCA loans for WBDP clients) or do simply not fit agricultural
needs. Tackling the credit problem would be a well appreciated support from SDC.
Own experience and expertise
Experience and expertise were constructed and achieved by the local team members of all
projects. Especially following features should be high-lighted: • the excellent technical knowledge
of the SPHPK team; • the in-depth knowledge of the vocational sector and coordination capabilities
of the VES team; • and the practical approaches implemented by the KSDP team. It would be
redundant to mention all project related experiences and expertise of each implementing team.
Trust and recognition by local partners
Concrete, feet-on-the-earth work is an overall recognised attribute of SDC projects in Kosovo. All
of them have gained the trust and acknowledgement by local partners and international donors by
applying a bottom-up approach. First, concrete experiences are produced, and in a second phase,
9

In wholesale, retail trade and repairs; there are another 13.295 registered business in non-productive sectors (Hotels
and Restaurants, Transport, Storage and Communication, Financial Intermediation, Real Estate, Renting)
10
Including all businesses registered in: agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing (mining and quarrying would add
another 326 businesses).
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these results are used for public-private dialogue, scaling-up, changing laws etc. Two projects
have gained an extra-ordinary reputation, KSDP and VES.
Most important existing and potential partners are:
Sector

Micro level

Meso level

Macro level

Dairy

Dairies

KDPA – Kosovo Dairy
Processing
Association

Kosovo Veterinary
and Food Agency

Laboratories Skopje

Horticulture

Associations,
Cooperatives

Ministry of Trade and
Industry

Agricultural
Universities

Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry
and Rural
Development

BDS providers

Ministry of Trade and
Industry

Banks, MFIs

Donors

KCBS / USAID
UNDP

Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry
and Rural
Development
VES

Vocational Schools
(Directors and
Teachers)

Ministry of Education

GTZ
Kosvet (EAR)

Other

ADA / Austrian
Embassy
KFW

As the agriculture sector shows a high potential of medium term growth (i.e. for employment and
income generation), the Swiss projects achieved high reputation and expertise, donor coordination
is being done or at short hand, there is no need for adventuring into un-known land, i.e. the mining
and energy sector. We therefore recommend strongly investing into a coherent programmatic
approach in the agro – economic development domain.

5.1 Potential and relevance of the transversal issues Gender and Ethnic
Minorities.
11. Potential and relevance of the transversal issues for the program development.
As already described in chapter 3.2, the inclusion and integration of under-privileged into economic
activities is part of SDC’s aims in Kosovo. The inclusion of ethnic minorities into functioning value
chains should be a mainstreamed focus of the program. The same applies for access to vocational
trainings for minorities.
The gender issue is even more relevant and shows specific potentials for increased value addition
of activities in many fields of action. • Dairy: In subsistence farming, it was the women who took
care of the livestock. Moving into a semi-commercial (or at least market oriented) production of
milk, men are getting involved. This implicates a huge loss of knowledge and know-how at farm
level. A process ensuring women participation or know-how transfer would have short term effects
on milk quality delivered at milk collection centres. • Horticulture: Women have already found some
niches for high value addition to fruit and vegetable production; the processing of the products.
This could be nurtured by the SDC program, in order to establish medium sized domestic oriented
processing units (jams, pickled vegetables, etc.). An organized agro-business sector will shortly
have a need of skilled people in the administration, selling and marketing, and the processing
sector; all of them sectors where women can be trained and employed. • VES: Including the just
mentioned sectors, there exists a big need for adult education. This education offer should have a
gender balanced offer. Employability of women is as important as women owned businesses.
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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6 Recommendations for the strategic orientation of the agroeconomic domain program for the coming mid-term period
14. Recommendations regarding the key elements of a new SDC agro-economic development
domain strategy Kosovo 2005-2006.

6.1 Guiding principles
Our recommendations concerning the future thematic areas of concentration are mainly based on
the following principles. SDC supported projects should:
1. Concentrate on thematic areas with a broadly recognised potential for income generation
and employment
2. Make use of the potential of existing thematic areas before moving to new thematic area
3. Match to the programmatic focus of agro-economic development
4. Be compatible with the financial restriction of the sector agro- business development
5. Consolidate positive achievements so that they have a good chance to become sustainable
6. Foster where ever it is possible Public – Private – Dialogue and Partnerships PPP
7. Use the integral value chain approach for developing agro-economic activities with well
balanced interventions on micro, meso and macro level
8. Describe for each project right from the beginning the end of project status (Outcome
Mapping)

6.2 Possible scenarios
Based on what we have seen, heard and read during our mission we have formulated different
possible scenarios. The scenarios are partly based on actual projects.
Scenario A) Backbone value chains in horticulture and dairy

•

Horticulture and dairy are two thematic areas with an economic potential. In these two areas
SDC invests to develop together with the competent partners the promising value chains.

•

In horticulture the focus is on scaling up which means to phase out on micro level (direct
support to single farmers) to support the establishment of farmers’ organisations and capable
service providers on meso level and support the creation of adequate financial products and a
enabling legal framework on macro level.

•

In dairy sector this means to ensure the support of dairies in quality management (raw milk and
milk products), product development and marketing, to find and to support local or regional
service providers in this domain, to participate in the policy dialogue and the elaboration of the
legal framework

•

For the other projects this means to phase out as quickly as possible, making sure positive
achievements have a good chance to become sustainable.
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Scenario B) Backbone Vocational Training

•

Vocational training has a long term perspective. It is therefore difficult to estimate its concrete
economic potential, but we are confident that well trained young people could be an important
comparative advantage of the Kosova economy in the future.

•

For the VES project this would mean to consolidate the actual activities and focus on new
curricula in other economic sectors (health, mining, agro-processing and marketing) and to
continue together with the other donors to improve the enabling environment (Legal framework,
recognition of diploma by EU).

•

For the other projects this means to phase out as quickly as possible, making sure that positive
achievements have a good chance to become sustainable

Scenario C) Status quo

•

This scenario means, that all the existing projects are continuing without major changing. It is
based on the premises that all the projects have a similar potential, that the financial means will
be sufficient for all projects and that there is no reason for SDC to concentrate the range of its
activities.

Scenarios based on new issues
The scenarios D to E are not based on the existing experience of Swiss projects in the domain of
agro-economic development. This would mean that all existing projects should phase out as
quickly as possible, making sure that positive achievements have a good chance to become
sustainable.
Scenario D) Backbone credit
The existing credit products (15 – 20% interest, no grace period, maximal duration of 1 to 2 years,
exorbitant collaterals) do not fit to SME and agricultural enterprises. They are a real limitation for
the development of the private sector. SDC in coordination with other donors could support with
technical advice and financial means the establishment and market introduction of agriculture
oriented financial services.
Scenario E) New thematic areas
Beside the already discussed and well known thematic areas of dairy and horticulture, there exist
other sectors with potentials for the agro-economic development: wine and meat production,
tourism and handicrafts.
Scenario F) FDI - foreign direct investment
The economy of Kosovo needs foreign investments, but for different reasons (status, security,
infrastructure) there are only few investors really ready to invest their capital in this country. It could
be interesting for a donor to focus mainly on this aspect, supporting the government to create an
enabling environment, to inform the investors and possibly support them with certain guaranties.
Public Private Development Partnerships would be a key issue within this scenario.
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Ranking of scenarios
The principles 1 to 4 of the above list are used to rank the possible scenarios. The table below
shoes the result of this ranking. The financial restrictions are a knock out criteria, scenario C and D
are therefore not realistic.
Scenario

Recognised
sector

Based on
existing positive
achievements

Matching with
programmatic
focus

Compatible with
financial
restrictions

Total

A) Backbone Value
Chains

++

++

++

+

7

B) Backbone
Vocational education

+

++

+

+

5

C) Status quo

+

++

-

-

1

D) Backbone credit

+

0

+

-

1

E) New thematic areas

+

-

+

+

2

F) Support foreign
direct investment

+

0

-

+

1

++ =

Very positive

+ =

Positive

0 =

Neutral

- =

Negative

6.3 Recommendations
15. Recommendations regarding future thematic areas of concentration.

6.3.1 Thematic areas
Based on the potential of the existing projects, the principles mentioned above and the ranking of
the presented scenarios, we recommend to realise a combination of scenario A) and B).
First priority: Combination of scenario A) and B)
The main pillars of this program will be:
1. Scaling up of the most promising value
chains developed by the horticulture project
with clear focus on the meso and macro
level as explained in chapter 3.1.3,
integrating promising value chains promoted
by Income Peja (Estimated yearly budget:
CHF 850’000.-).

A + B)

Value Chain + VES (2.5 Mio CHF)

Horticulture
Dairy
VES
WBDP
Peja
Underprivil
New projects

2. Additional phase of the dairy project to
support the dairies (including raw milk
quality, combined with the proposal of C. Werder), the dairy association and the KVFA and to
promote local or regional service providers able to replace the technical competence of SHL
(CHF 350’000.--). The Dairy project will have a gradual phasing out, meaning that this money
could be used in a new thematic area, if SDC is willing to continue its activities beyond 2009.
3. New phase of VES with clear focus on phasing out by 2008/09 from the actual curricula and
developing curricula in the agro-business domain to strengthen the synergies of the agroeconomic sector (CHF 800’000.-)
4. Phasing out of Peja income and WBDP as quickly as possible, making sure that positive
achievements have a good chance to become sustainable and that promising activities within
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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the agro-economic sector can be handed over to the horticulture or dairy project (CHF
400’000.-, decreasing).
5. Activities to foster Public Private Development Partnership related to the agro-economic
sector directly by COOF (CHF 50’000. - increasing).
6. Activities to make sure that underprivileged groups have access to promoted value chains
(CHF 50’000. - increasing).
The amounts in brackets show that the realisation of this program needs a yearly budget of approx.
2.5 Mio. On the one hand we know that this is 500’000 more than foreseen in our ToR’s, but on the
other hand the consequences of a strict limitation to 2 Mio. are not encouraging. In this case either
scenario 1 or scenario 2 could be realised but only with an infringement of principle 5: Consolidate
positive achievements so that they have a good chance to become sustainable.
Second priority: Backbone Horticulture and Dairy
If this scenario is realised:
1. VES has to reduce its budget to CHF
600’000.- which means that only an absolute
minimum of trainings can be given, the link
to the agro-business sector cannot be
installed and the development of the 4th year
curricula will not be possible.

A) Backbone Horticulture and Dairy (2 Mio CHF)

2. Dairy has to reduce its budget to CHF
250’000 which means that nothing can be
done on the raw milk quality.

Horticulture
Dairy
VES
WBDP
Peja
Underprivil
New projects

3. Phasing out of Peja income and WBDP as quickly as possible, making sure that positive
achievements have a good chance to become sustainable and that promising activities
within the agro-economic sector can be handed over to the horticulture or dairy project.
4. The additional funds to foster PPP and to support underprivileged groups cannot be
realized.
Third priority: Backbone Vocational Education
1. If this scenario is realized, the horticulture
project is in the situation of VES in the
above scenario. The project has to limit
the scaling up to a strict minimum, with
the danger that the service providers
cannot be survive because of an
insufficient number of service demand.

B) Backbone Vocational education (2 Mio CHF)

Horticulture
Dairy
VES
WBDP
Peja
Underprivil
New projects

2. Dairy has to reduce its budget to CHF
250’000 which means that nothing can be
done on the raw milk quality.
3. Phasing out of Peja income and WBDP as quickly as possible, making sure that positive
achievements have a good chance to become sustainable.
4. The additional funds to foster PPP and to support underprivileged groups cannot be
realized.
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6.3.2 Procedures and concrete steps of further developing the new strategy
16. Recommendations for procedures and concrete steps.
Time frame

Activities

As early as possible; Reactivate KSDP team. It is in our opinion crucial that the needed activities
latest in March 2006 of KSDP are re-launched as soon as possible. (SHL as implementer)
April 2006
Work out a short description of the new strategy as guideline for the
concerned projects (for example with the participation of all concerned
project leaders)
Mai 2006
Decide on the annual budget of the agro-economic domain
June 2006
Describe end of status project for all projects (the use of Outcome
Mapping methodology is highly recommended)

6.3.3 Additional recommendation for COOF
•

Engage more intensively in public-private dialogue (financial services, foreign direct
investment)

•

Establish concrete mechanisms for program coordination and foster actively a closer
collaboration between the projects

•

Find practical mechanisms for integrating gender and minority issues
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7 Annexes
7.1 Annex: Understanding of Local Economic Development (LED)
The ToRs11 and preliminary discussions indicate an interest in exploring the possibility of defining
the future domain strategy in Kosovo in the perspective of ‘Local Economic Development’. With
this input, we would like to seek a common understanding of LED.
What is LED?
LED is about competitive advantage – the competitive advantage of local firms, but also the
competitive advantage of the locality.
Local Economic Development strategies focus on empowering local societies and generate local
dialogue. LED strategies help to make local institutions more transparent and accountable and
contribute to the development of the local civil society. Further, LED strategies make economic
activity dependent on the specific economic conditions and comparative advantages of a defined
territory (usually the jurisdiction of a de-central government), generate sustainable employment in
firms more capable to withstand changes in the global economic environment.
The purpose of local economic development (LED) is to build up the economic capacity of a local
area to improve its economic future and the quality of life for all. It is a process by which public,
business and nongovernmental sector partners work collectively to create better conditions for
economic growth and employment generation.
The LED approach acknowledges autonomy of the local government. Thus, the objectives of
LED initiatives are to encourage local participation and consensus building in determining
economic and social welfare initiatives for the community. While focusing the local economy and
the importance of local ownership of the development process, the strategic LED approach
concurrently views development within the context of the governance and civil society on all levels.
Current SDC projects and LED
Three current SDC projects in Kosovo, i.e. horticulture promotion, dairy processing and vocational
education, focus on a sector and cluster development on national level. The other two projects,
women business development and income Peja, have been implemented with a regional focus.
Changing the focus from sector, national and regional approaches to an exclusive LED approach
(local = individual municipality), would implicate a profound change of perspective. The definition
and understanding of Local Economic Development should be agreed on before the on-site
mission in January 2006. Out of three options we suggest continuing the review considering the
first two options as adequate programmatic perspectives, and dismiss the third option.
1. The current ‘state’ of Kosovo is seen as a region. LED in Kosovo is equal to Regional
Economic Development. This could for example indicate a conc entration of employment
and income generation in a specific sector (i.e. dairies, horticulture, tourism, etc.) within the
boundaries of Kosovo.
2. Local and regional contexts are crucial for any development process. All strategies,
programs and projects draw specific attention to the different local and regional needs and
11

3. Rationale and purpose of the review: Preliminary discussion in SDC (…) indicate that the focus for the future
domain definition might be: Local Economic Development in the sector of Agriculture.
4.2 Key questions. 5. Which are the most important current trends in Kosovo related to local agro-economic
development.
4.2. Key questions. 14. Which recommendations re. the key elements of a new SDC agro-economic development
domain strategy Kosovo 2005-2006?
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constraints (i.e. local dialogue between public, business and nongovernmental sector
partners). Programs or projects focus on national or regional sectors / clusters where SDC
programs can contribute with specific expertise and add value to ongoing processes.
3. Local Economic Development is to build up the economic capacity of a municipality. A
community decides what LED programs and projects it will adopt to achieve its LED vision,
goals and objectives. Options for supports by SDC are many and varied, but are focused at
the economic development of a single municipality.
The third option has certainly a wide range of advantages and reasons for being considered:
Different municipalities have already established strategies for municipal economic development or
local economic development – Peja, Kacanik, Drenasi, Gjilan, Ferizaj, Lipjan, Vushtri – some of
them with support of DELTA, a World Bank and Open Society Institute joint program for economic
development. Nevertheless we consider the Swiss experience and expertise in a different field of
action. Therefore, we suggest to preliminary dismiss the option of supporting LED in individual
communities, but considering local and regional economic development aspects as important in
any future SDC program and project.
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7.2 Annex: Agenda
Day

Activities (who, where)

Participants

14 January

11.15: Arrival in Pristina

Saturday

12.30: Meeting in COOF

COOF

14.00: Lunch with Project Leaders

Neil Parker and Johann Peter Porten

15 January

10.00: Visiting different markets in Pristina

Simon Junker, Loan Hoti (SPHP-K)

Sunday

16.00: Final Preparation of Meetings

Agridea

16 January

08.00: Pristina - Briefing with COOF

MZM, JSU, BYI

09.30: Pristina - GTZ

Mr. Peter Welling; Economy and Employment Promotion

11.00: Pristina – K fW

Ms. Ganimete Huruglica (Deputy Director)

12.30: Pristina - Lunch
17 January

18 January

19 January

14.00: Pristina - World Bank

Mr. Vito Intini, Private Sector Development

08.30: Pristina – Austrian Embassy

Mr. Arsim Aziri (Coordinator)

12.30: Pristina – Lunch/European Bank + BAS

Mr. Ekrem Hoxha (Programme Director)

15.00: Pristina – EAR

Ms. Annemarie Jepsen , Mr. Pleurat Hondusi; Economic Development

16.30: Pristina – Riinvest Institute

Mr. Isa Mustafa (Vice President), Gazmed Ahmeti (Researcher)

09.00: Pristina – Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development

Mr. Tome Hajdaraj (Deputy Minister), Mr. Agim Zajmi (Adviser)

11.00: Pristina – Ministry of Trade and Industry
12.00: Lunch

Mr. Skender Ahmeti (Permanent Secretary), Mr. Sali Ibishi (Political Advisor), Mr. Naser
Grajqevci ( Department for Private Sector Development , Director)

14.00: Pristina – UNDP

Mr.Frode Mauring, Resident Representative, Mr. Levent Koro , Programme Analyst

16.00: Pristina – KCBS/USAID

Mr. Richard O’Sullivan (Senior adviser)

10.30: Ubo creations

Uliks Osmani

13.00: USAID

Mr. Peter Duffy

14.30: Preparation of field visits
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Day

Activities (who, where)

Participants

20 January

09.30: Meeting with Association of Milk Processors

Mr. Alajdin Fusha, President of the Association & Owner of ABI Dairy

11.00: Pristina – KVFA/ Kosovo Veterinary and
Food Agency

Mr. Qaush Kabashi (acting Executive Director), Mr. Ardian Purrini (Chief of Food Hygiene
Sector)

12.30: Travel to Gjakova
14.00: Meeting with WBDP

Ms. Ulrike Gminder (Head of program) + WBDP staff + project’s clients

16.00: Fild visit WBDP
21 January

08.00: Continue with WBDP

Ms. Ulrike Gminder (Head of program) + WBDP staff + project’s clients

12.30: Travel to Peja
13.30: Peja - SLA Income Peja, Field visit

Ms. Fitore Ajdini Gjuka (head of office) + SLA staff + project’s clients

Overnight in Gjakova
22 January

08.00: Peja – continue SLA, Field visit

Ms. Fitore Ajdini Gjuka (head of office) + SLA staff + project’s clients

12.00: Meeting with SPHP-K
23 January

08.00: SPHP -K, Field visit & Travel to Pristina

Mr. Neil Parker (Head of program) + SPHP-K staff + project’s clients

24 January

08.00: VES, Field visit

Mr. Peter Porten (program Manager) + VES staff + project’s clients

25 January

09.30: Governance and Infrastructure programs

Sarana Pruthi, Hajrie Morina

11.00: Reflection and Synthesis by Review Team
26 January

Preparation of Draft Report

27 January

09.00: Meeting with the responsible for Business
Development Domain

Arjeta Byci

11.00: Meeting with the responsible for Gender and
Minority issues

Simon Junker, Arjeta Byci

14.00: Debriefing COOF

Simon Junker, Mirko Manzoni, Arjeta Byci

15.30: Debriefing Project Leaders and COOF

Responsible persons from WBDP, VES, SPHP-K, Peja and COOF

28 January
Notes:

12.00: Pristina - Zurich
- Ms. Arjeta Byci, SDC National Programme Officer will accompany the consultant during the meetings/field visits
- MZM, Mirko Manzoni, CCOF, Assistant Director
- JSU, Simon Junker, COOF; Director
- BYI; Arjeta Byci, COOF National Program Officer LED
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7.3 Annex: Summary of interviews with donors, ministries, etc. – Part A
Donor
Areas
Current economic situation
and future trends in Kosovo
Could you explain, describe that
current economic situation in
Kosovo, i.e. regarding rural
economic development? What
are expected trends?
- in agro economic domain
- SME development
- Employment and income
- Vocational Education

GTZ – Business Development
(Peter Welling, Valbona Rraci)
The unemployment is very high.
For a change new enterprises
are needed
Public support for private
enterprises: yes, under certain
circumstances this is an option,
i.e. working with marginalised
people, and without disturbing
markets, for example with a new
product in the region (cashmere
production))

KFW (Ganimete Huruglica)

WB (Vito Intini)

Status question need to be
answered, but will not resolve all
current problems.
The trade sector is growing: less
knowledge and capacity then in
other sectors is needed, but
trade will not be interesting in
the long term.
Financial products for
agricultural enterprises are not
to be expected within the next
years from commercial banks,
because there is a lack of
experience and the legal
framework is not suited.

Agriculture:
- small land plots (2.5 ha/farm)
- usually subsistence farming
schemes
- Cooperatives and associations
are still weak
- Agricult. Ministry has a very
low budget (but 700 staff!)

Most important needs and
formulated demands

Killing factor for all business
development is the lack of credit
opportunities. Existing credit
conditions (1-3 Years duration,
no graze period, 12 – 16%
interest, impossible mortgage
and collateral security
conditions.
A government intervention is
absolutely indicated

Financing is crucial; Kosovo has
a big trade deficit; support from
international cooperation is
diminishing.
Energy supply must improve.
For rural areas: additionally to
financing and energy: market
information (demand side)

Most important challenges
that must be met by
international cooperation /
local actors (distinction
between private, public and
civil society)
What is the role of your

- Credit system
- Demand orientation of
production

Interest of KFW: a sound
banking sector. KFW is no more
involved in managing European
Fund of Kosvo etc. The
commercial banks have taken
the lead.
SME development has the
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Austrian
Embassy/
(Arsim Aziri)

ADA

Registered businesses: 50,000
-> 60 % in trade and service
-> Rest in processing, furniture,
agriculture, etc.
Some foreign investors are
interested. First attempts
successful
A general commitment of all
stakeholders to solve the status
problem is perceptible
Business sector:
- Business Environment is
friendly (source: study; does this
also apply for agricultural
enterprises?)
- Law enforcement is a big
problem.

Support of agriculture in tax
regulation and import/export
management
Link between production and
processing is missing. The value
chains are interrupted. (e.g. no
contracts between diary and
milk producers. Producers need
organisation to manage the
marketing of their products.
Support farmers how to organise
the marketing and the
negotiations with partners in the
value chain (associations,
cooperatives of new style
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organisation? With whom do you
work (private, public, civil
society), on what level (micro,
meso, macro)?
Description of own program &
programmatic and strategic
background (of ongoing and
planned programs)
Goal, objective; advances &
challenges?
What is the sector, Cluster,
Value Chain the project is
working?

Uncovered needs / demands
in the field of agro economic
development
Most promising entry points
for new key projects?

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

Two main components:
1.
SME support
2.
Agro processing
In both components multilevel
approach for employment
creation, import substitution and
export promotion
In SME support 3 activities:
Wood processing, Furniture
Metal processing
Tourism (all kind)
In Agroprocessing, the main
activities are:
Non timber forest products
Trouts
Shar cheese
Wine
For all these commodities we
follow the value chain approach
Example trouts: We started with
micro level because the meso
level (association) is not
existing.
A business incubator was
planned but could not be
realised (lack of funds)

Micro financing with reasonable
credit conditions (model
Raiffeisen)
Start with micro financing
program
Cashmere goats in Dragash
region
Textil sector (i.e. custom made
wedding dresses; high-end

highest potential for
employment; 15,000 new jobs
should be created yearly; Role
of IC: ??
Infrastructure: Water supply (in
the future waste water
treatment); road building (not
anymore); Energy supply (after
phasing out in 1999, a reengagement is possible)
Financial sector: Pro Credit and
a Revolving Fund; both funds
are now operated without direct
KFW management. Credit lines
include usually SME credits and
house loans (up to 50,000 Euro,
11 – 14 % interest).
No agricultural credits so far.
The commercial banks decide
their portfolio and interests,
KFW is not involved anymore.

Status question
Financing
Energy supply
Work with young population
(education for the future)
Mining (Energy production
(Braunkohle) and other mining
activities)

Agridea, 24.02.2006

Business Environment
- Investment promotion
- Property Rights (cadastral
records for buildings and
apartments; plus trainings for
Municipality staff, and some
infrastructure)
- Planned: Business creation
centres at Municipality level
(one-stop-shops)
- Standards for business
creation in Municipalities
- Establish a better link between
de-central enterprises and
central business registration

ADA is on the way to change its
strategy: Actual components:
- Support of higher education
- Environment sector (water
supply, sanitation)
- social development
Future components:
- Higher education
- Economic development and
employment generation

Energy Sector

One joint project with SDC in
infrastructure Gjilan

Value added activities in the fruit
and horticulture sector have a lot
of potential (source: ??)
---
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Geographical focus: Suvareka
und Gjilan. Interested in apple
orchards, diary with Raiffeisen,
tourism in Presoviva

Business to business (Kosovo –
Austria is interesting option. A
study iwill be done
In Suvareka, the Raiffeisen
Holding is financing a diary
(800’000 €, 8000kg/day, 120
producers, owner will be the
producers association, they pay
5% interest and pay back the
loan through reduction of milk
price). Raiffeisen Holding is
dealing with local Raiffeisen and
pays the difference to the
commercial interest rate.
Credit scheme

Credit guarantee fund
A study was made which came
to positive conclusions
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product)
Most promising existing and
new local partners (reliable)
Who are the partners you work
with?
Are there general indications for
reliable partners, at the three
levels (enabling environment,
business services, core
market)?
Potential and relevance of
Gender and ethnic minorities
Importance of inclusion? Real
possibilities?
Review of ongoing SDC
activities
Where do you the strengths /
comparative advantages of SDC
programs?
Thinking of Private Sector
Development, where do you see
the strengths of SDC projects:
Which sector? What level?
Additional remarks

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

Grameen Trust Bank
Finca
Partners of KFW:
UNMIK, KTA, Ministries,
Watercompany

---

Municipalities
CDF (community Development
Fund)

GTZ has excluded any
transversal objectives

----

---

Basic message of other donors:
If the Swiss deal with a sector,
don’t touch it, it will be well done

Keep going.
Demand oriented approaches
are best.

---

Special project: Cntre for the
protection of women and
children
Psychological Centre in Ferizaj
We are interested to cooperate
with SDC. Possible issues:
Horticulture (apple
production)
-

Risk affinity in Kosovo is very
high
Comparative advantages of
Kosovo: Labour intensive, high
price products, small series,
specialised craftwork
Our philosophy: If demand
exists and the product does
match with the comparative
advantages, then go, the rest
can be managed.

Agridea, 24.02.2006
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7.4 Annex: Summary of interviews with donors, ministries, etc. – Part B
Donor
Areas

Current economic situation
and future trends in Kosovo
Could you explain, describe that
current economic situation in
Kosovo, i.e. regarding rural
economic development? What
are expected trends?
- in agro economic domain
- SME development
- Employment and income
- Vocational Education

BAS
Business
Advisory
Services (Ekrem Hoxha)

EAR, Economic development
(Annemarie Jepsen, Pleurat
Hundozi

Riinvest
–
Isa
Gazmend Ahmeti

Market for consultancy is not yet
developed. It is not easy to find
30 SME/year for BAS

Credit:
There is plenty of money in this
country, but lack of fundable
projects and of credit history.
The surplus of liquidity is
drained abroad.
Government does not agree,
wants to establish loan
guarantee scheme. Micro credit
institutes don’t agree either,
They say they don’t have
enough money
We can’t support subsistence
agriculture, we are not in Africa

Overall difficult economic
situation. GDP was increasing
during 2001-2002 due to foreign
donor investment. In 2005 a
decrease of 0.5 % is estimated.
High unemployment rate (35-50
%, depending the source).
In agriculture: 100.000 people.
36,000 SMEs are active, most in
trade and services, few in
production. This implies a high
trade deficit.
Banking sector: 7 operational
banks, 700 Mio. Euro in
deposits; not offering very
attractive credit products.
Budget: 80 % of income from
costumes; expenditure regime is
being questioned by IMF (30%
is dedicated to civil servant
salaries)
Business Environment: Tax
regime is not favourable for
starting businesses or importing
machinery etc. (25 % tax).
Taxes: Willingness for paying
tax exists.
Education: 500,000 are being
prepared in higher education.
Bologna charter is applied since
5 years.
Privatization: 120 SOE/public
enterprises out of 500 have
been privatized. Now there is
not a lot of interest/money left
for more privatizations.
Energy: production,

Long term investments funding
will not happen until there is
political stability and the property
rights are clear (this question
must be solved, it doesn’t matter
how).
Koasovo has 15% of population
living with less than 1€ per day.
Birth rate has to go down
drastically

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

Agridea, 24.02.2006
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Mustafa,

Ministry of Trade and industry
(Skender Ahmeti, Sali Ibishi) +
Director
of
promoting
investments
Energy and mines are the most
important sectors. The potential
is increasing due to increasing
energy prices.
Agriculture is one of the
important sectors. Before the
war, Agro processing was one of
the pillars of the economy. Agro
processing should be pres ent in
the industrial park
Telecommunication and
transport are other important
sectors. We are planning a
strategy for these sectors.
Privatisation of
telecommunication, energy and
mines are studied
The most important strategy for
us is support to SME, because
they employ a lot of people,
funds needed are not so
important. For support of large
enterprises we lack the
necessary knowledge
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Most important needs and
formulated demands

Request for BAS support
Marketing and Promotion,
Market research, Business plan,
Branding
Computerized financial
management

Conflict resolution mechanism.
(23000 cases waiting for trial =
18 years)
Cadastral survey; the cadastral
registration is basis for all credit
systems. Apartments must be
accepted as mortgage

management and supply
problem.
Two main sectors for economic
development:
Energy and Agriculture
Agriculture is important but will
not be the engine of
development; food processing is
a key issue: wine, dairy, meat.

Huge demand for trainings on all
levels. But: who will pay the
trainers??
Business knowledge and
marketing is missing

Access to drinking water is still a
unsolved problem
Protection of domestic
agricultural production. We have
a free trade agreement with
Macedonia and also the WTO
rules don’t allow us to protect
the domestic production with
customs. Government intends to
subs idise the agricultural
production as many other
countries do (who will finance
it??)

Tax system has to be reviewed.
Law is simple but not enforced
Most important challenges
that must be met by
international cooperation /
local actors (distinction
between private, public and
civil society)
What is the role of your
organisation? With whom do you
work (private, public, civil
society), on what level (micro,
meso, macro)?

Description of own program &
programmatic and strategic
background (of ongoing and
planned programs)
Goal, objective; advances &
challenges?
What is the sector, Cluster,
Value Chain the project is
working?
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

- Support / foster / attract FDI –
foreign direct investments.
(PPDP could be an approach for
SDC)
- Access to international
financial resources
- Access to know-how of Swiss
Banking sector
- Prepare and implement means
for successful re-integration of
returning Kosovars.

TAM =Turnaround
Management. Total of 25
projects, all contracts signed
BAS = Business advisory
services.
- 60 projects for 2005/06
2005: 29 projects, 105’000 €,
- building up the market of

Main objective: Underlining
factors for an enabling
environment.
2006 components:
Industrial standards
Company registration law
Vocational Training:
a) national qualification
b) policy definition

Agridea, 24.02.2006

-> SDC could change to an
organisation that facilitates FDI,
Internat. Finances and Banking
know-how transfer

Training of managerial skills.
The ministry started a project
financed by European Agency.
We are looking for other donors
and invite the Swiss to
participate. End of February all
donors will be informed.
Credit: The Austrian started a
promising project in Gjilan
(Dairy, Raiffeisen)
A similar project was presented
for drying vegetables for
exportation. Financing is a
problem. The internal rate of
return is 8%, the interest rate is
14%

- studies, research
- LED: support and technical
advice for strategic planning at
Municipality level (delta I – III).
So far good results from the
private-public planning
exercises. Most projects are
being implemented (75-80%; in
12 Municipalities). Another 9

There are three domains:
Development of industry
Development of tourism
Development of private
sector
In Drenas we are establishing a
industrial park with a custom
free zone. The land is given by
the municipality, the
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consulting;
- Database with 67 local
consultants
4-5 projects per month,
maximum consultant tariff
500€/Tag

-

-

Uncovered needs / demands
in the field of agro economic
development
Most promising entry points
for new key projects?

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

c) Vocational training with
employers
Training related to
investment promotion
Grant scheme for SME
(Achtung = income
generation, training,
marketing for poor people
Framework study re. to
micro and macro financing
sector

Mps. are in the pipeline, other
wont join.

Mortgage fund
Lack of foreign investments and
competitive businessè
Energy and mines are the main
engines of development.
Agriculture can’t play this role
Comparative advantages:
Large young population, Access
to languages, very adaptable
people.
5 big investors are needed who
create 5000 working places
each. With the related 500 SME
65000 working places can be
created, that’s enough.
è Investment promotion, attract
if possible people with a
relationship to Kosovo
Tourism has a certain potential
Agridea, 24.02.2006
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infrastructure by the ministry.
The conditions for interested
investors are not yet defined.
A new agency will coordinate all
activities of investment in
Kosovo and we have to change
the fiscal policy that investors
can import raw material and
equipment without taxes.
Beside the industrial park we
plan to establish three business
incubators with the support of
EAR.
In Mitrovica we have a start-up
centre. 21 firms are planned to
start up there, as soon as the
infrastructure is finished
Our strategy in the private
sector is based on:
Education (Vocational
training of our young
people)
SME Chart
National framework of
certification
Education of entrepreneurs
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What’s about Safran
production?
Most promising existing and
new local partners (reliable)
Who are the partners you work
with?
Are there general indications for
reliable partners, at the three
levels (enabling environment,
business services, core
market)?
Potential and relevance of
Gender and ethnic minorities
Importance of inclusion? Real
possibilities?
Review of ongoing SDC
activities
Where do you the strengths /
comparative advantages of SDC
programs?
Thinking of Private Sector
Development, where do you see
the strengths of SDC projects:
Which sector? What level?

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

Investors are informed about the
investment park and we had
contact with seco and the
ministry was in Switzerland and
Vienna.. A better coordination
with SDC is needed. We want to
attract investors from the
Diaspora
--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Agridea, 24.02.2006
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7.5 Annex: Summary of interviews with donors, ministries, etc. – Part C
Donor
Areas

Current economic situation
and future trends in Kosovo
Could you explain, describe that
current economic situation in
Kosovo, i.e. regarding rural
economic development? What
are expected trends?
- in agro economic domain
- SME development
- Employment and income
- Vocational Education

Most important needs and
formulated demands

MAFRD
–
Ministry
of
Agriculture,
Forestry
and
Rural Development – Deputy
Minister & Prof. Dr. Agim
Zajmi (Adviser)
In the future 6 commercial
dairies will be enough.
Agriculture is still important: 65%
of rural population live from
agriculture.
Wheat production: 75% of
consumption; Potatoes: export
to Rumania; Corn mainly for
animal food.
Custom regulations are better
now for agriculture. Input is
liberated from taxes, before it
was charged with 26%

Rural and agricultural advisory
services (RASS): We know that
this is a task of the ministry, (is
probably not working now.
In the Agriculture Faculty; the
Department of Rural
Development was created
Value chains (networking, tools
and methods for production and
processing & training for market
oriented services (packaging).
Credit for agricultural produce

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

KCBS / USAID Contractor,
Richard O’Sullivan

USAID – Peter Duffy

UNDP – Frode
Levent Koro

The business service market
has been distorted by donors.
BDS providers are accountable
to donors, not to clients. This
must be changed.
Economic development of
Kosovo lies in the hands of the
private sector, regardless the
possible futures concerning the
status or government activities.
Future, Trends: Energy,
Construction Materials, Mining.
The actual geographic location
of Kosovo is bad. For the future
there are some assets (in the
middle of the Balkan and on the
door to Middle East markets).
The non-EU status could be
interesting: producing for East
European Markets with lower
standards.
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
is crucial for economic
development (employment,
know-how transfer, new
technologies, etc.); for this
people must be educated in
paying their energy bills & taxes
(Mentality needs to change for
attracting FDI).
The same problem existed in
South Africa, Latvia,
Montenegro: one should find out
how these countries managed
the turn-around and apply in
Kosovo.

SME development:
It has been fruitful to work with
SMEs in general. A problem is,
that there does not exist many
Medium Sized Companies, a
few big ones and many micro
enterprises (who will not employ
a lot of people).

EAR (European Union) is not
committed to support the
agricultural sector. There is a
need for non-EU countries to fill
that gap.

Agridea, 24.02.2006

Mauring,

Public advisory services are
practically in-existent at local
level.

Most important sectors for
employment generation and
economic development: mining.
A key sector is: Agriculture (all
sub-sectors are important).
Other interesting: Information
technology.
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- Organisation of farmers
- Access to skills (VET; RASS
exists only on paper)
- Access to finance
- Value addition mechanisms for
agri-produce (mainly horticulture
and dairy)
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Most important challenges
that must be met by
international cooperation /
local actors (distinction
between private, public and
civil society)
What is the role of your
organisation? With whom do you
work (private, public, civil
society), on what level (micro,
meso, macro)?

The ministry is grateful for the
cooperation with SDC. Licensing
of dairies was a big
achievement; VITA, ABI and
Bulmet exported dairy produce
to Macedonia and Albania.

Support / enhance regional
development (for example, the
test laboratory in Skopje is
probably enough for the whole
region; why build another one in
Pristina?).

Activities in diary sector should
continue

Need: Testing capacity in
consumer education.

Fostering investment
environment: public private
dialogue (also for FDI) and VET
training. When the mining
sectors starts to grow, a lot of
special trained people will be
needed. It is not clear when this
is going to happen, but the
training should start as soon as
possible. USAID will not invest
in this sector.

Improving readiness for paying
services (taxes, advisory
services).

Support / Investment at farm
levels.

Description of own program &
programmatic and strategic
background (of ongoing and
planned programs)
Goal, objective; advances &
challenges?
What is the sector, Cluster,
Value Chain the project is
working?

The yearly plan for MAFRD was
approved on 17.01.2006.
Priorities:
- Legislative standards
- Horticulture,
- Regulation of food sector
production and processing
(internal food safety) through the
agency of Veterinary and Food;
- Forestry: protection against
illegal logging; sanitary issues
and reforestation (450 ha. in
2005 with UNDP support).
Agriculture has a good
opportunity to grow: good soil
and climatic conditions in
Kosova. Priority sectors: Wine,
horticulture, vegetables and
livestock. Competitiveness in
agro-production is sought, for
internal consumption and export.
Legal framework exists for all
sectors, and is ready to be
implemented.
Mafrd suffers from budget
restraints.
Registration of animals is done
(Tierverkehrsdatenbank)

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

Cluster development of fruit &
vegetables; livestock;
construction products.
Additionally, targets of
opportunities: decorative stone
market; a big potential for
exploring the stone business.
This could be interesting for FDI
(Italian enterprises are being
involved).
Association development:
Sustainability is highest priority,
therefore we are producing and
implementing best practices,
standards and certification.
Dairy project: 20 commercial
farms and 420 semi-commercial
farms (> 5 cows), other farms
are not interesting, they will not
continue when the market
consolidates. Quality is crucial
for consumers, but there is no
market incentive for quality & no
brand protection. The project is
enhancing the certification of
dairy produce and establishing
standards.
Fruit & Vegetable: Lack of
production capacity for food
processing. The only processor

Agridea, 24.02.2006

USAID programs started in 1999
with reconstruction. In 2003, the
approach changed radically to
SME development in the
sectors: Livestock (dairy, meat,
poultry), Horticulture (fruit and
vegetables), Construction
materials.
The most important projects are
now: KCBS and tackling
constraints in the business
development.

Rapid employment generation:
Paying salaries of unskilled
workers for public infrastructure
projects (1,600 jobs in 2005;
lasting 3 month; 123
Euro/month) & for private
enterprises: co-financing of
salaries (50%, up to 100
Euro/month; 600 jobs were
created).

An agricultural loan portfolio is
established with a local bank (20
Mio. Euro for a agricultural
guarantee scheme) & training
for financial staff.

SME in Rural Areas
Creation of Agricultural
Cooperatives (Service oriented
Cooperatives, in the best case:
Rural Enterprises) for improving:
access to finance, skills
development, technology
improvement and joint marketing
of produce. In 2005, two dairy
(MCCs) and 2 horticulture
(strawberries and apple)
cooperatives were built (projects
role: facilitation of process and
cost sharing: 20-25,000
Euro/cooperative were
invested).

Meat: Experiences with lamb
export to Macedonia showed

LED strategic planning at
municipal level was supported.

Approach: Finding interesting
trade opportunities and then
work backwards: find and
mobilize associations, producers
etc. This approach did not work
in general; contracts could not
be established.
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in Kosovo is a public
‘commercialised’ organisation
and not market or quality
oriented. At the moment,
farmers are advised to sell their
produce to outside processors.
When capacity and quality is
strong enough, processors will
be attracted to come to Kosovo.

local capacity but exporting
regulations (EU) were to
restrictive. The value addition
would have been in Macedonia
– this should be fostered in
domestic markets.
KBS – Business support:
basically a BDS consulting firm.
Lessons learnt: general
business advice like: b-2-b
trainings, entrepreneurship skills
in general are not asked for
anymore, but specific sector
skills (for example, wood
processing). The link with
University was not sought, this
was a mistake.

PPP dialogue was very
important. On of the
implemented results were
Municipal Business Centers
(one stop shops) which offer
services for local businesses
(tax, licensing, etc.). The
scheme is now replicated by
WB.

KCBS – Cluster Approach
Main approach: bring together 45 important firms from the main
sector (i.e. dairy processors)
and work with up- and backward
linkages for improving their
situation. A problem faced:
many times there are not 2-3
important firms in one sector.

Uncovered needs / demands
in the field of agro economic
development

Most promising entry points
for new key projects?

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

Credit products for investment in
agriculture
Training for milk producers is
needed. Diaries use foreign milk
powder, because qualitative
good milk is not always available

Consumer orientation; quality
mentality of producers and
consumers;

Agriculture will be less important
in future; any project should be
concerned about the future
employment possibilities of
Agridea, 24.02.2006

Association Development
Important as local service
provider & for fostering the
enabling environment:
- access to credits; joint
ventures with private
enterprises; PPP dialogue
Public Private Dialogue
VET
Domestic horticulture Value
Chains & Agroprocessing

Fruit and Vegetable Value
Chains & work on the market
linkages, financial issues and
business services; make the VC
Page 39

Access to finance for agric.
Sector.
VET

UNDP is interested to support
the creation of a credit line (&
technical advice) and testing the
demand for such credits. MFIs
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people employed. In agriculture:
the number of working places
will decrease when the market
consolidates.
KCBS worked with SDC
projects: dairy and horticulture.
The idea of a credit guarantee
scheme for long-term
investment should be continued.

working.
Grains??

are seen as most probable
partners for such financial
products. The credit should also
support start-ups.

High value crops: top fruits (for
USAID too long processes for a
project period)

Comparative advantages:
young, well educated ,
multilingual and relatively cheap
workforce (i.e. telemarketing
companies)
Obstacle: Banking laws: you can
bring money in, but you can’t
take it out)

Most promising existing and
new local partners (reliable)
Who are the partners you work
with?
Are there general indications for
reliable partners, at the three
levels (enabling environment,
business services, core
market)?
Potential and relevance of
Gender and ethnic minorities
Importance of inclusion? Real
possibilities?
Review of ongoing SDC
activities
Where do you the strengths /
comparative advantages of SDC
programs?
Thinking of Private Sector
Development, where do you see
the strengths of SDC projects:
Which sector? What level?
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

Raiffeisen had to spend money
to train the courts
Associations, Private Sector,
Municipalities, Ministries.
It is important to have a wider
picture of a consumer led
cluster, i.e. considering the
business services needed, the
enabling environment & the
needs and demands of the core
market.
---

---

Keep with horticulture, fruit and
dairy produce.

Agridea, 24.02.2006

Interview partners for the review
team: Abraham Goshi
(American Center) for linking
Industry with VET
IPCO= a private company for IT
and website provider.
The influence of MAFRD was
over estimated.
Not to important. Some projects
work with minorities. Gender is
an issue on meetings, but not
during project implementation.
SDC has a very good reputation,
this is probably the best
comparative advantage.
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Local authorities
Private partners
Ministries

Gender & Minorities are part of
cooperate policies and are
mainstreamed in all programs,
plus some projects with specific
gender or minority focus.
Possibilities for SDC/UNDP
collaboration:
- Rural Advisory Service
- Financial Services
- Scaling up of VCs
- Rapid job creation programme
(good reputation of UNDP)
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Additional remarks

Cluster is more customers
driven than value chain. The
customer is in the centre of the
cluster. The cluster works with
all actors and enables the m to
do their job and to play their role

LED or Municipal Economic
Development has not shown any
improvement & is not necessary:
Municipalities are to small & lack
of funds. The only thing needed
are investment plans.

With the starting of the status
talks, it is a very bad moment for
down-sizing international
cooperation support. With the
withdrawal of UNMIK a big
consumer segment will
disappear & support will be most
needed.

7.6 Annex: Summary of interviews with donors, ministries, etc. – Part D
Donor
Areas
Current economic situation
and future trends in Kosovo
Could you explain, describe that
current economic situation in
Kosovo, i.e. regarding rural
economic development? What
are expected trends?
- in agro economic domain
- SME development
- Employment and income
- Vocational Education

Ubo creations – Uliks Osmani
BDS market has evolved during the last two years; BDS providers
used to be squatter , foggy with low knowledge.
Businesses are now aware or their needs and the services
provided (his income is 60% from donors; 40 % from private
enterprises).
BDS for agriculture:
- most BDS are induced and provided by donors
- there is a ‘donor-un-coordination’ and a lot of testing going on
(donor ‘experimentality’)
- RASS: inexistent, a paper-tiger
LED: only paperwork; due to lack of funds and capacity at Mpal
level it stays a paper-tiger. Municipalities have not a lot of a say:
finances arrive from national level, so are the priorities.

GTZ – Axel Sachs, Vocational Education and Training in Kosovo
(VEaT)
General education policy and interest at highest level: fostering of
pre-university, general education. VET is still considered as an
education for ‘poor’ trained people. An important difference is made
by Luljeta Belgu-Demjaha, Head of VET in MEST (Ministry of
Education), which supports (at least morally and preparing of internal
decision making and support of VET directors) the VES program. The
change of the MEST Minister could be a chance for VET
development.
A good coordination, harmonization and collaboration between the
different donors (SDC, GTZ, EAR – Kosvet) and VET-MEST,
included the repartition of support levels: SC is implementing the
different curricula at school levels. GTZ is providing the curricula,
supporting the Ministry in policy development and training of teachers
and directors. In any case, the strategies and activities are discussed
and agreed upon between the three donor programs.

PPP dialogue was probably donor induced: no changes can be
observed.
Most important needs and
formulated demands
Most important challenges
that must be met by
international cooperation /
local actors (distinction
between private, public and
civil society)
What is the role of your
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

Implementation of VET curricula at schools can only be done by SC.
They have good knowledge and reputation in the sector.
The collaboration and activities at all three levels must continue. SC
is an important partner in VET development and implementation.

Agridea, 24.02.2006
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organisation? With whom do you
work (private, public, civil
society), on what level (micro,
meso, macro)?
Description of own program &
programmatic and strategic
background (of ongoing and
planned programs)
Goal, objective; advances &
challenges?
What is the sector, Cluster,
Value Chain the project is
working?
Uncovered needs / demands
in the field of agro economic
development

Most promising entry points
for new key projects?

Most promising existing and
new local partners (reliable)
Who are the partners you work
with?
Are there general indications for
reliable partners, at the three
levels (enabling environment,
business services, core
market)?
Potential and relevance of
Gender and ethnic minorities
Importance of inclusion? Real
possibilities?
Review of ongoing SDC
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

Ubo creations: consultancy company since 4 years, doing research
and consulting; work of SDC in following areas:
- BDS market review
- KSDP: informal dairy market survey and planning support
- WBDP: Midterm review
- SLA: Support for Agroscope
- SPHP: research for branding for local produce (fruit, berries,
flower seeds), label : Natura

-Establishment of curricula
-Training of all teachers (3,400 teachers trained; 2-years were
needed)
-Training of all directors and deputy directors (104)

- Informal dairy markets, most needed: awareness building of
consumers & quality issues with farmers (no one else is working in
this VC)
- Meat: big question mark (very black box), no one knows the
market well. Quality issue is unsolved but there is a general lack of
information. Consumers in Pristina only buy meat from familyclosed enterprises.
- Agriculture: Any support is good
- Good Governance: effective association building for fostering
public private dialogue
- WBDP should become a sustainable BDS provider when finishing
the project cycle.

VET in agriculture has been tried by ZIMIK (Zivil ‘UNMIK’ from
Germany) but no results were achieved. Main dilemma: the students
joining the agricultural education were interested in getting access to
Universities, not the agricultural topic.

GTZ program is secured in 2006, continuation is possible until 2008 this depends on political situation in Kosovo and Germany.

Long term goal: Establishment of a VET center for certification
issues, life long learning, etc.
Other important issues:
-Capacity Building for Civil Servants at the Ministry
-Training of teachers
-Training for directors (next module has to include the preparation
and implementation of final exams)
-Revision of 50 curricula established by MEST
-e-learning for students and teachers; it makes no sense to invest in
written learning tools (books) but to establish a possibility for creating
and improving e-modules by teachers and directors; this has already
been started.
-VET schools
-MEST

-Women oriented VET topics can be fostered (i.e. business
administration, economics)

WBDP
Agridea, 24.02.2006
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activities
Where do you see the strengths
/ comparative advantages of
SDC programs?
Thinking of Private Sector
Development, where do you see
the strengths of SDC projects:
Which sector? What level?

Additional remarks

Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner

- right project at the right time
- good market development for accounting, marketing and legal
advice (but: the trainings are offered by the WBDP team, not a
service provider!)
- high subsidies for BDS providers
- Phasing out strategy: Staff itself becomes a BDS (Is this
feasible?)
- WBDP misses a strategic plan for scaling up at national level
-> subsidies are prohibitive for business oriented thinking

programs.
The ongoing cycle of implementation should be finalized by SC – and
possibly continue for some years.

KSDP
- The focus on dairies is good, but the wider picture is missing
(70% of domestic milk is sold on informal market)
- SDC achievements are important for the sector (good reputation
& trustful relationships), good effects through small but tangible
results
- Not all dairies will survive (financial sustainability); the market is
too small for the capacity of all dairies
- Informal markets, most needed: awareness building of
consumers & quality issues with farmers.
- Stopping KSDP will not endanger achieved results, but slow
down further improvement, plus dairies lose most important BDS
provider. TA is available from Bulgaria and other neighbouring
countries.
- Further activities: quality management in the whole VC.
How to become a sustainable BDS provider:
- be an specialist in many sectors/domains
- serious working behaviour & long-term relationship
- know-how and knowledge

Agridea, 24.02.2006
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7.7 Annex: Terms of Reference
November, 2005
Swiss Cooperation in Kosovo:
Business Development & Agro – Domain
External Review and Identification Mission for future Domain Strategy
December 2005 – January 2006

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR
Peter Reinhard,
Ph.D. in Agricultural Economics, M.Sc. in Agriculture, LBL Lindau, CH
and
Daniel Roduner,
Economist, LBL Lindau, CH

1. Background
During the 1990thies Kosovo lost its former status of an autonomous republic within the Yugoslav
Federation and suffered systematic Serb repression. In 1999 resistance of the Albanian speaking
majority lead to the outbreak of an armed conflict which was finally stopped by the NATOintervention in Mid 1999. Since then Kosovo is governed by the UN Mission for Kosovo (UNMIK),
based on the UN Security Council’s Resolution 1244, whereas the NATO-led international force
KFOR is responsible for the security of the region.
Excerpts from EAR/IMC consulting: Promoting sustainable local employment and rural
development opportunities in Kosovo, 12/2004: The economic situation in Kosovo is now
extremely desperate. After a brief post-war reconstruction-driven recovery, the situation has rapidly
declined. Donor aid is now set to decline, housing reconstruction is down to a fraction of the 2000
level, and remittance income after an initial rise is now levelling off. Total public expenditure of
€6.3bn in 2000 fell dramatically to €3.1bn by 2003. Kosovo’s GDP fell from an estimated €1.85bn
at the end of 2001 to around €1.34bn at the end of 2003. The main source of household income is
now remittances sent back to Kosovo by the large number of Kosovar Albanians working in
Western Europe. The budget deficit is covered by substantial international support. The trade
deficit is clearly unsustainable, and, worse, the very high level of imports mainly consists of goods
for current consumption rather than investment goods. The continued political uncertainty and poor
infrastructure (lack of regular electric supply in particular) deters all but the most determined longterm investor. The international community’s projections that simply unleashing market forces in
Kosovo would quickly vector into place a sustainable post-conflict recovery, proved to be even
more naïve and wildly inaccurate than in the rest of post-Communist Eastern Europe.
The continued rise in unemployment represents perhaps the main economic and social danger
facing Kosovo. Unemployment has continued to rise after the conflict of 1999, with most recently a
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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nearly 10% rise over 2002-3. Official unemployment appears to be hovering around the 50% mark
and set to rise even further in the near future. Youth unemployment is particularly high and rising,
thanks to 36,000 young people joining the labour market every year. Many of these young people
have traditionally solved their predicament by becoming guest workers in the EU. But such
opportunities have been reduced in recent years. Most demobilised combatants have also yet to
secure legal employment opportunities, with many inevitably heading into illegal and criminal
activities as a result. The industrial sector has been all but closed down, and most industrial sector
jobs have now been lost. Most pre-1991 industrial enterprises will never operate again, while those
few industrial sector plants that might conceivably operate once more will only require a fraction of
the employees they previously utilised. The idea that meaningful amounts of “greenfield” FDI could
arrive soon in Kosovo and create significant local employment opportunities, is a cruel fantasy.
An early source of new employment in Kosovo was the informal sector, composed of petty trading,
simple retailing operations, simple services, and some very simple production-based activities that
add value very quickly (e.g., simple food processing, handicrafts, souvenirs for foreigners).
However, all these sub-sectors are now beginning to decline. Turnover, profits and employment
have all effectively peaked. New entrants overwhelmingly do nothing more than displace existing
businesses and employment. Accordingly, there is also very little chance that the informal sector
can absorb very much more surplus labour. As international donor support, regional isolation and
the NATO presence begin to come to an end, the indications are that the decline in the informal
sector could accelerate markedly.
A substantial part of informal sector activity is also straightforward illegal activity associated with
the expanding criminal sector in Kosovo. The criminal sector derives its wealth and power from
basic smuggling, narcotics, people-trafficking, prostitution, and the manufacture and retailing of
counterfeit goods (e.g., CDs, DVDs and designer clothes). These illegal activities are all currently
highly profitable, but they too are beginning to shed labour. Moreover, if such activities and elites
continue to operate unopposed they will very severely curtail - southern Italy-style - the sustainable
economic, social, political and cultural development of Kosovo into the longer run.
De facto the only major source of sustainable employment in Kosovo today is in relation to the
agricultural sector. Given extremely high levels of food import-dependency (around 80-90%), there
is clearly significant potential to reinvigorate local agricultural production and consumption cycles.
In addition, with a large stock of uncultivated land and nearly 60% unemployment (even higher in
some rural areas), then there are clearly very low opportunity costs associated with new projects
that promote agricultural sector employment.
The 1990s saw the already weak and under-capitalised agricultural sector decline substantially. By
the mid-1990s, it was apparent that the agricultural sector had declined to the point where it was
best characterised as essentially subsistence farming. The escalating civil war after 1997 then
halted virtually all commercial agricultural activity in Kosovo, as well as much household
subsistence activity in the main conflict zones. The NATO military intervention in 1999 brought
matters to a head, but in the process wrought further and severe damage to the agricultural sector,
particularly to the remaining physical and institutional infrastructures. Rural destruction and losses
were put at $737 mn. From June 1999 onwards, agricultural sector activity effectively re-started,
but under extremely adverse conditions.
Today the main component of the economic structure in Kosovo is de facto the agricultural sector.
The agricultural sector currently contributes around one third of GDP, two thirds of employment,
and 18% of total exports by value.

2. Development of SDC activities in the Business Development & Agro - Domain
Since the late 1990thies Switzerland started with Humanitarian Aid and, after the establishment of
UNMIK, with rehabilitation projects. In 1999-2000 Swiss Humanitarian Aid brought around 1700
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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head of Swiss cattle to Kosovo to be donated to poor farmer families for the revitalization of cattle
stocks. From 2000 onwards the Department for Cooperation with Eastern Europe (DCE) took up
the support of development projects, giving a strong focus to the Business and Agricultural
Development domain. Following a fact finding mission of Swiss and FAO-agronomists in March
2000, considering 2 possible sectors for future SDC-engagement (i.e. dairy sector-cattle breeding
and intensified agricultural production in horticulture and fruits) it was proposed that SDC should
give priority to the sector of horticulture production. Consequently a corresponding program was
launched. However diverse other projects in the domain of business and agricultural development
were continued in parallel. The main projects in this domain are:
1. Swiss project for Horticulture Promotion:
02.2001-12.2006: CHF 9.8 Mio
2. Kosovo Swiss Dairy Processing and Marketing Project
10.2002 – 12.2005: CHF 2 Mio
3. Business Advisory Services – Women Business Development
1.2000 – 12.2005: CHF 5 Mio
4. Job Oriented Modular Training – Vocational Education Support
11.2000 – 12.2006: CHF 7.2 Mio
5. European Fund / FINCA: credits for SME
4.2001 – 12.2006: CHF 2.7 Mio
6. Income Generation for Low Income Households in Peja Region / SAH
2002 – 12/2006: CHF 1.5 Mio
The Medium Term Concept Kosovo 2002-2004 argued: “Direct support to the private sector is
targeted mainly at micro and small enterprises active in producing, processing, and in marketing
goods. The instruments of support comprise business development services as well as a subsector approach and financial services. “

3. Rationale and purpose of the review
It is to note that most of the mentioned major projects in the domain are approaching the term of
declared phasing-out in 2005 or 2006. SDC has a need to define whether cooperation-activities in
the respective thematic and institutional fields should be finally closed or followed by new projects.
In recent years several Projects have developed with their own dynamics, coherent conceptual
approaches and programmatic synergies of SDC funded activity in Kosovo not always being
evident. There is a need to recreate an explicit programmatic and conceptual understanding. There
is a need to conceived projects in a new programmatic context. There is a need to revise and
reposition Swiss Cooperation in the context of a changed environment of Kosovan markets, state
institution and international cooperation.
The Federal Office for Migration (FOM, former FOR) up to now has been a major back-funding
agency for the Swiss cooperation programme in Kosovo. The budget-line of the FOM “Strategy
Return Balkans, 2003-2006) is decreasing funding in 2005 and will definitively phase-out at the
end of 2006. From 2007 SDC will have an estimated total annual budget of approx. 2 Mio CHF for
the Business & Agro development domain. There is a clear financial constraint for more
concentration.
Preliminary discussion in SDC – based on assessments in Kosovo and on conceptual definitions in
headquarters – indicate that the focus for the future domain definition might be: Local Economic
Development in the sector of Agriculture. For reasons of limited resources, SDC recently has
decided not to develop further program activities in the Social Development domain. However,
through the new orientation of the Business-Agro-Development domain the situation of widespread
poverty and unemployment has to be tackled in an explicit and most effective way. New projects
as well as new phases of currently running projects will have to be conceived in programmatic
coherence.
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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4. Objectives an key questions
4.1. Main objectives
I. To assess the existing projects portfolio and COOF-networks in the Business and Agro
Development domain of the Swiss-Kosovo Cooperation program.
II. To analyse and identify priority needs, demands and opportunities in the domain of agroeconomic development in Kosovo in the near and mid-term future.
III. To analyse and identify the matching potentials between current Swiss projects portfolio,
future priority demands in Kosovo and specific offers of Swiss Development Cooperation in
the domain of agro-economy. (Swiss experiences, approaches with comparative advantages
in the concert of international cooperation).
IV. To formulate recommendations for the strategic orientation of the agro-economic domain
programme for the coming mid-term period.
4.2. Key questions:
Related to Objective I:
1.
What are the most important findings in single projects of the Business & Agro development
domain in regard to their relevance, effectiveness and sustainability after the end of the
actual project-phases?
2.
Are there projects or elements of projects that have a strong potential to contribute to a
revised more coherent future domain strategy?
3.
Which are the most relevant results, strengths and weaknesses at the domain level of the
SDC engagement 2001 – 2005?
4.
How far have the SDC-transversal themes “Gender” and “Minorities” been promoted in a
coherent way?
Related to Objective II:
5.
Which are the most important current trends in Kosovo related to local agro-economic
development, SME-development, employment and income generation, vocational
education?
6.
Which are the most important needs and formulated demands re. international cooperation
in this field.
7.
What are ongoing or planned programmes of the main donors?
8.
Where are uncovered needs and demands that are of the scope of a possible Swiss
response?
9.
Which are most promising entry points for new key projects of a future strategy?
10.
Who are most promising and reliable - existing or new – local partners, in the private
sector, in the government and in the civil society?
11.
What is the potential and relevance of the transversal issues Gender and Ethnic Minorities
for the program development in the domain of local agro-economic development?
Related to Objective III:
12.
Which are specific Swiss competencies (in SDC, other organisations in the domain of
agriculture…) that could respond to needs and demands in Kosovo with a clear value
added and with comparative advantages in the context of others donors programmes?
13.
How can SDC institutional policies re. Local Economic Development of SDC-programmes
in other countries be translated and used for the development of a new domain strategy in
Kosovo?
Related to Objective IV:
14.
Which recommendations re. the key elements of a new SDC agro-economic development
domain strategy Kosovo 2005-2006?
Peter Reinhard, Daniel Roduner
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15.

16.

More specifically: Which recommendations re. future thematic areas of concentration, type
of interventions, counterparts, concepts and mechanisms of synergies, cooperation and
coordination with other donors?
What are recommendations for procedures and concrete steps of further developing the
new strategy?

5. Process and Methodology
The domain review mission team will be composed by two experts: One with specialisation in
Agronomy, agro economics and agro politics; the other one with specialisation in Private Sector
development.
In Switzerland the mission will be prepared by studies of relevant projects documentation and SDC
policies in Local Economic & Agricultural development e (see Annex 1: List of documents and
interviews). Interviews will be carried out with:
- the leaders of the Swiss project implementing agencies
- members of the SDC-division “Employment and Income”, other staff at SDC Headquarters (as
appropriate).
In Kosovo interviews will be held with the Swiss Cooperation Office Pristina (SCO) and leading
representatives of the current projects. The main task in Kosovo is an in-depth appraisal of the
situation and the identification of short- and mid-term demands in the local agro-economic
development domain. Fact-finding, compilation of relevant documents and analysis of specific
aspects can be supported by preliminarily organised research-mandates to local specialists,
identified by the SCO. Members of the SCO, i.e. the Country Director and NPO responsible for the
business development domain, are ready to accompany the consultants when appropriate.
Preliminary findings and recommendations will be presented to and discussed with the SCO-team
and representatives of projects at the end of the mission in Kosovo. The final report of the mission
will be presented to and discussed in SDC-headquarters in Berne. The results of the mission will
be a key input for a strategy workshop SCO subsequently will hold together with representatives of
SDC headquarters.
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6. Date and main steps
The review mission will be carried out in the period of December 2005 – January 2006.
Activities
Consultation in and with SDC HQ
Stock taking and studying of documents,
Interviews with project implementers SDC,
Travel to Kosovo
Mission in Kosovo, incl. Debriefing Workshop in SCO
Travel back to CH
Draft report
Debriefing in Bern
Final report
Total

Duration (days)
1
2
2
1
10
1
3
1
1
22

Deadline
12/05
12/05 – 01/06
15-28 Jan. 06
28. Feb. 06
March 06
March 06

7. Documentation and Contacts
Documents and contacts mentioned in Annex 1 will be made available to and established for the
consultant by SDC.
8. Reporting
The mission report shall not be longer than 20 pages and comprise the following elements:
- Executive summary
- Methodology and short report on the development of the mission
- Findings and conclusions
- Recommendations
- ev. Annexes
SDC reserves the right to request changes in the report or additional information.
8. Logistics
Regarding the mission in Kosovo SCO Pristina is responsible for all needed logistic support and for
the timely planning of the detail program, agreed with the consultant.
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A Study on the Constraints to Business Creation and Growth in Kosovo; Integra Consulting,
February 2005.
Addendum to Greenbook, MAFDR, 2004.
An Assessment of Technology Transfer and Information Networking in Kosovo, Final Report,
USAID, March 2004.
Business Conditions Index in Kosovo 2005, KCBS Project, USAID 2005.
Evaluation of the USAID/Kosovo SME and Agriculture/Agribusiness Programs, Final Report
Volume 1, 2004.
External Trade Statistics, January-November 2005; Seria 3: Economic Statistics, Statistical Office
of Kosovo.
Kosovo Annual Programme 2006, COOF Pristina.
Kosovo Cluster and Business Support Project; Processing Equipment for Fruit and Vegetables;
USAID, Chemonics International Inc., July 2005.
Kosovo Cluster and Business Support Project; Kosovo at the Crossroads; The Private-Public
Dialog on The Future of Kosovo’s Business Environment; USAID, Chemonics International
Inc., August 2005.
Local Economic Development, SDC intervention strategy in Kosovo 2005 – 2006 (draft), November
2005.
Local Economic Development. http://web.worldbank.org
LED Toolkit, www.wiram.de/toolkit
LED. Strategies for Local Economic Development; ILO, http://learning.itcilo.org
Making Local Economic Development Strategies: A Trainers Manual; http://www.worldbank.org
Overview of SME Support Programmes in Kosovo; European Agency for Reconstruction, June
2005.
Rural Development in Kosova (Research Report); Promoting Economic Development Through
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SDC funded projects in the Balkans; Learning from good practice in private sector development;
The Springfield Centre for Business Development; October 2004
Small Farmer Support Project (SFS), Review of Agricultural Credit in Kosovo, October 2003.
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Swiss Project for Horticulture Promotion – Kosovo (SPHP – K)
Agriculture credit products for Kosovo; Credit meeting minutes-051012-2, Pristina, October 2005.
Apple orchard – business plan (draft)-051003, Intercooperation, 2005.
Back-to-Office Report, Mission Kosovo Philippe Vaneberg, 2005.
BtO report SPHP-K, 12-19.06.2005, Heini Conrad, Intercooperation.
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activities in 2005; Mission Report, Manfred Grossrieder, CABI, October 2005.
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Internal Review of SPHPK activities 2001-2005, Advance copy, Pristina, December 2005.
Project Document, Phase 3, from 01.01.2004 – 31.12.06; Pristina / Bern, November 01,2003.
SPHP-K monthly reports 2005, Report – October 2005.
The need for commercial credit products for agriculture in Kosovo, Intercooperation, October 2005.
Kosovo Swiss Dairy Project (KSDP)
Improvement of white cheese safety, quality and profitability in Kosovo, Beatrice Gygax, Diploma
Thesis, SHL, December 2005.
Kosovar Dairy Market (Part 1:overall market assessment), Meta-Sys, Prishtina, October 2003.
Kosovar Milk Sector, Situation and Prospects, KSDP, December 2003.
Letter from Swisscontact to SDC, 14.04.2005.
Letter from SDC to Swisscontact, 06.07.2005.
Letter from SHL to SDC, 21.10.2005.
Presentation (PPT) Kosovo-Swiss Dairy Processing and Marketing Promotion Project – KSDP,
31.10.05 SHL
Profitability of cheese production in Kosovo, Martin Siegenthaler, Diploma Thesis, SHL, December
2005.
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Project Document, Second Phase; 01.07.2004 – 31.12.2006, Final Draft – COOF Version, Pristina,
August 10, 2004.
Project Proposal, Second Phase; 01.07.2004 – 31.12.2006.
Project Report, Reporting Period 01.01.2005 – 30.06.2005.
Projekt: Aufbau Nachhaltiger Milchwirtschafts - und Viehzuchtbetriebe in Kosovo, C. Werder und S.
Golaj.
Review and Prospects for KSDP-Support to Individual Dairies, By Urs Zaugg (SCA) and Luan Hoti
(Intercooperation), Prishtinë, December 2003.
Vocational Education Support (VES)
Input Kososo VES, Swisscontact.
Kreditantrag “Vocational education support (VES), Kosovo”, Phase 2; SDC, 10.07.2004, Bern.
LogFrame, VES.
Project Document ‘Vocational education support – VES’, Phase 1, 30.10.2003, Zürich/Pristina.
Semester Report 1/2005; Reporting period 01.01.05 – 30.06.05, Swisscontact.
Women Business Development Project (WBDP)
Additional comments regarding the sustainability of local business service providers.
WBDP Credit Proposal, Phase 2: 01.12.2005 - 31.12.2008, 21.11.2005, Bern.
WBDP Project Document (Final Draft), 01.01.2006 – 31.12.2008, Swisscontact, October 2005.
WBDP Semester Report, 01.01.2005 – 30.06.2005, 06.07.2005, Gjakovë.
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Income Generation in Low Income Households in the Peja Region
(Half) Yearly Report 2005, Phase II, from 01.01.2004 – 31.12.2006, September 2004, Zürich, Peja.
Kreditantrag, Phase 2: 01.01.2004 – 31.12.2006, 16.11.2004, Bern
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